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City wins
honor
After a year-long process.
Murray is one of 41 cities selected as the first Renaissance
Kentucky communities.
The 41 communities were
named by Gov. Paul Patton Friday.
Murray was one of 16 cities
to be honored as a silver city.
"It's very gratifying to me to
see this project come to fruition.
The people of Kentucky care
about their cities and communities, and those communities
are very important to our state,"
Patton said. "Downtowns have
always been our cultural and
social centers, and that's something we can't afford to lose.
The Renaissance Kentucky
program gives technical and
financial assistance to communities in support of downtown
revitalization efforts.
Gold and silver communities
will receive priority funding status in applying for programs
like Community Development
Block Grants (CDBG) or ISTEA
dollars for the next five years.
The Renaissance Kentucky
program brings together the Kentucky Housing Corporation, the
Kentucky Heritage Council, the
Department of Local Government and the Kentucky League
of Cities.

2.5 million
registered
The latest cer registration
statistics show that 2.575.787
Kentuckians are registered to
vote in the upcoming election.
The numbers, which were
released by the Kentucky Secretary of State's Office — also
reveal that female registrants
continue to outnumber their male
counterparts. The total for female
registrants is 1,359,391. compared to 1,216,189 males,
Voters who registered as
Democrats also outnumber
those who registered as Republicans by 1,562,559 to 829.184,
respectively. Those registering
as Independents or belonging
to a party other than the Democratic or Republican parties numbered 184,043
"I'd like to remind everyone
that the last day to register to
vote in the upcoming election
is Oct. 5." said John Y. Brown
III, Kentucky's chief election officer. "If you aren't already registered, I encourage you to go
ahead and take that step."

Kail to speak
on gangs, cults

Georges pounds coast
The wind tore down trees with
than 350,000 customers, all along
PASCAGOULA, Mis', AP)
howling sound that never quits."
"a
highHurricane Georges howled ashore the Gulf Coast. Airports and
Greg Myles, who stayed
said
effect
in
were
curfews
today, bashing the Gulf Coast with ways closed,
through the night with his wife
aboundwarnings
flash-flood
and
174 mph wind gusts and as much
and their teen-age daughter in their
as 20 inches of rain while thou- ed.
house about 100 yards from the
sands of people huddled in shelNational Guard troops using crashing waves sloshing out of
ters.
trucks and boats had to rescue Alabama's Mobile Bay.
New Orleans, about 55 miles about 200 people from flooded
Waves as tall as a house clipped
west of Georges' eye, was spared homes on the Florida Panhandle, off fishing piers in Alabama, and
a direct hit and there were no where most roads were reported the wind peeled siding and roofimmediate reports of deaths or under water and Interstate 10 was ing off homes and shredded palm
injuries in any of the Gulf states. washed out near the Alabama line. trees.
Near the storm's landfall,
Roof damage forced 404 storm
More than 1.5 million people
refugees out of a shelter on a col- Rachael Alonso huddled with her had been told to leave the Gulf
lege campus in the coastal town two small children and about 300 Coast, spurring "probably the
of Gautier, Miss. An apparent tor- other people this morning in a largest evacuation we have ever
nado in Pascagoula damaged the shelter in Gulfport, Miss.
achieved," said Lt. Col. Ronnie
"The wind is really blowing
roof of a school where 90 people
Jones of the Louisiana State Police.
had taken refuge, but they had to out there and things are hitting
-old
the windows," the 20-year
stay put.
IN See Page 2
Power outages affected more Gulfport resident said.

Hammonds sentencing slated
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Final sentencing has been set
for Nov. 9 for Kenny Hammonds,
who faces up to three years in prison
for cocaine and marijuana possession.
A Calloway Circuit Court jury
deliberated I hour, 45 minutes
before finding Hammonds, 38,
guilty of the possession offenses
last Wednesday when his trial
resumed.
The seven-woman, five-man

panel needed another 20 minutes arrested in July 1997 at his home,
to recommend three years for first- had been indicted on a charge of
degree possession of a controlled first:degree trafficking.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
substance, a felony.
It also recommended a sentence Foust said state law requires that
of II months, 29 days and a $500 any sentence be served at the same
fine for possession of marijuana, time since a felony term overrides
a misdemeanor term.
a misdemeanor.
The trial was rescheduled for
guilty
not
him
found
The jury
of possession of drug parapherna- last Wednesday on during Hammonds' trial on Sept. I following
lia.
remarks by Commonopening
for
was
conviction
felony
The
a lesser offense. Hammonds, who wealth's Attorney Mike Ward and
was director of the Summer in
the Park program when he was •See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
SINGING TO THE MASSES: Country music star Tim McGraw
opened the Regional Special Events Center with a concert
Saturday night, marking the first event after the dedication.
About 8,000 filled the new arena for the concert.

Leaders
reach major
breakthrough

Threealarm
disaster

By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Israeli
Benjamin
Minister
Prime
Netanyahu said today he and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat had
achieved a breakthrough on a longelusive deal to turn over more
West Bank territory.
The two Middle East leaders
flew to Washington today to meet
v. ith President Clinton following
talks that lasted late into Sunday
night with Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright.
"I think we're getting close to
finalizing.an agreement and it's time
for the leaders to meet." Netanyahu
said on NBC's "Today" show.
At the White House. presidential press secretary Mike McCurry said Clinton hoped the Oval

A Calloway County Fire-Rescue firefighter trains a hose
on a barn blaze that burned
eight acres of tobacco Monday morning in the Coldwater
community. Fourteen firefighters in five trucks, as well
as a truck called in from the
Farmington Fire Department,
were unable to save the tobacco, which was owned by
Anthony Manning of Kirksey.
The fire apparently started in
the top of the barn, which was
owned by Jimmy McClure of
Murray, said CCFR Greg
Cherry. "We never could get
to the fire," Cherry said.

044000..

BERNARD KANE
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II See Page 2
Tony Kati, an authority on
gangs and cults, will speak at
6 30 p m . Monday in the Weaks
Center Auditorium
Sponsored by the MurrayCalloway County Parks and
Westside Baptist Church. this
free seminar is for adults only.
Kail has written training manuals on gangs for police departments and assists local law
enforcement agencies with gang
issues and cases, as well as
the FBI with gang involvement
cases

McGwire season
adds up to 70

WEATHER
Tonight... Mostly clear. Low
in the lower 60s Light northeast wind
Tuesday... Partly sunny. High
in the upper 80s
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beSTAYING DRY: Keith Miller and Randall Hill open a hydrant for flushing Sunday morning
hind Waterfield Library at Murray State University.

ST. LOUIS IAP) — E‘en Mark
McCiu ire couldn't believe he hit
an incredible 70 homers.
"1. e never es en thought about
it. dreamed about it.- he said. "It's
absolutel\ :whiting! It blows me
a‘
Till: St. Louis Cardinals' slugger ended his assault on baseball's
sacred home run record as mightily as he slatted it He hit his
69th and 70th homers Sunday in
his last game. a fitting Imale for
a year he began with a grand slam
homer on opening da.
-This is a season I will never.
es er forget. and I hope e'k,..•ihody
in baseball neser lorgets... \lc(ivi, Ire told the cheering crowd alter
the game.
"ht, hit fl t: homers
on the IIna] ueekend. connected
again-a Montreal !Apo,. rookie
\ike Thin man in the thild inning
'militia\ I IC homered 1)1 t -Carl
Pax .1110 ui \i 70 in the se\ enth
McGwire mo‘ed tom ahead oh
the Chkago Clubs' S:1111111‘ Si
and nine in tr011t 01 the pre\ ions
record set h Roger Nlaris in 1961.

l'he total distance iii SIcUSS ire's
homers is 29.59S teem. neark 500
feet higher than the peak ol Mount
Eve
PrreeN-sii.dent clinton L'imgiatulated
MeGvv ire and insited the slugger
and his ...tin to the White House
l\leG‘k ire lofted a I-1 tastball
377 leer into the left- held seats
tor No. 09 Atter stompine on
tem,
home plate. he took
steps. then made se\cral salutes
to the sellout erom.d.
rttini,
11
1,'":1: :1:
22%-‘
\‘irket rt.i' t'
1\tk ''h'is'
.
1;:r
boi.k
\\ mind Up %%ith the
Hei,..411‘..
hall and said he didn't kiikk% what
he would do w ith it
rk:ached up. closed m c),es.
and it landed in iii glo‘e.- Woodson said it's a dream ‘:ome true.
more
I hope he doesn't hit
toda.
He didn't get ht. us
\ Lilthi
Ifl
With 154.0
lined
II
C
;.
score
the
and
tirst-pitch tasihall -( 1 feet user
the left-field %kali
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Office meeting would produce
agreement on a "time line" for
moving the peace talks toward a

conclusion.
"It is our hope that through the
discussions they have had and the
meeting with the president today
we can lock in an approach that
will lead to some conclusion in
their discussions on an interim
agreement and pave the way for
the discussions ahead on final status." McCurry told reporters.
"I expect today only that they
will make some commitments on
the future course of this dialogue,
with the goal of building on the
momentum that they generated over
the weekend." McCurry added.
"We would be delighted if we
could come to an agreement on a
time line today."
Israeli diplomats, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said there
was agreement that Israel would
withdraw from an additional 13
percent of the West Bank — adding
to the 27 percent already promised to the Palestinians.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8. Times photo

BOOK DEALING: Caroline Murphy scans the book titles at
the book fair during the annual Community Resource Fair,
held at the National Guard Armory Saturday.

Reno 'good' after fainting
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney General Janet Reno expects
to be back at work today after
spending the night in the hospital
because of her second fainting
spell in a year.
'The 60-year-old attorney general fainted briefly during a church
service Sunday and was taken to
Georgetown University Medical
Center, where she was reported in
good condition but was held
overnight for observation.
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She canceled a trip to New
York today where she had planned
to tour a school and give a speech
during the early morning. Her
spokesman. Bert Brandenburg, said
she hoped to return to work later
today if she were released as expected from the hospital
"This is just a fainting spell.
Her condition is good," Paul Katz,
the center's chief operating officer, said Sunday afternoon. Katz
said she was in good spirits and
joking. He said her heart rhythm,
EKG, heart rate, respiration and
blood pressure were good.
Reno read work materials and
spoke with family members at the
hospital.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
2-0-9
Pick 4:
0-5-9-9
Lotto Kentucky:
1-8-22-23-25-34
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Call the circulabon dept. between
5700-600 p.m. Monday-Friday or
430-5 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray

tained wind had eased slightly to
100 mph, according to the NationBut a slight deviation to the al Hurricane Center in Miami.
east in the storm's course kept
Twenty inches of rain had fallNew Orleans from suffering a dou- en by this morning in the Florible whammy — relentless heavy da Panhandle, with 18 inches at
rain and a storm surge that could Biloxi, Miss., and 10 inches reportsubmerge a city whose elevation ed in southern Alabama.
"I'm seeing water on streets
averages 6 feet under sea level.
Instead, rain and wind diminished that have never had it before,"
said Pascagoula city worker Richard
this morning.
The hurricane's eye, surround- Brown in Pascagoula, where 15
ed by wind blowing at a sustained inches of rain had fallen overnight.
And because Georges was mov105 mph, m6ved ashore this morning at Ocean Springs, between ing so slowly, Alan Johnson of
Biloxi and Pascagoula, and Keesler the weather service in New Orleans
Air Force Base in Bilaxi report- said the hurricane could bring 25
to 30 inches of rain.
ed a gust to 174 Mph.
The worst weather was primaAt 8 a.m. CDT, the hurricane's
rily
along the coast. At Jackson,
center was just outside Gulfport,
Miss. The storm was drifting slow- Miss., about 190 miles north of
ly northwest and was expected to the Gulf, no rain was falling yet
keep moving inland. Its top sus- at midmorning although Meridian,

From Page 1

Police Department dog handled by
Jerry Hughes.
Max. the Murray Police DepartState police K-9 officer Mike
men(s K-9 unit, received one of Turnbow received the overall trothe six trophies garnered by West- phy for dog-handling ability, knowlern Kentucky agencies Saturday edge and sportsmanship and third
at the Southern Lawman K-9 Chal- place for tracking.
lenge in Paris, Tenn.
Steve Henley, handler for the
The black German shepherd, Mayfield Police Department K-9
with handler Steve Robinson, unit, won the narcotic detection
received second place in criminal division and finished second in
apprehension behind the Fulton tracking.

aCniah:_na
COVERING

schools because of a heavy downpour.
Georges' effect on the South
was tame compared with its path
through the Caribbean, where more
than 300 people were killed.

No flooding was reported in New
Orleans, but across Lake Pontchartrain, closer to the heart of the
storm, water from the storm surge
rose at more than 15 inches an
hour in St. Tammany Parish outside Slidell, La., authorities said.

From Page 1
Hammonds'
attorney,
Susan
Mitchell-Boeschel of Mayfield.
Foust granted the delay at
Boeschel's request so defense
experts could test some evidence.
A day later, Boeschel filed a
motion to withdraw as Hammonds'
attorney, saying she was doing so
after repeated requests by Hammonds to be allowed to represent
himself.
Public defender Dennis Lortie
represented
Hammonds
last
Wednesday.
One of Boeschel's last actions
was an unsuccessful pre-trial motion
to strike the evidence gathered by
the Murray Police Department and
stored in its evidence locker from
being admitted.
She cited the still-unsolved disappearance of evidence -$1,800
cash from another case - from the
evidence locker.
"This proves Defendant's claim
that the evidence could have eas-

ily been tampered with and therefore the chain of custody has been
broken," Boeschel wrote in her
motion.
Boeschel was successful in
removing firearm enhancement
from Hammonds' charges.
Foust ruled that a gun - a Llama
9 mm pistol - found in Hammonds' car beside his house was
not in his possession as defined
by state law.
"Possession" is defined as having "actual possession or otherwise to exercise actual dominion
or control over a tangible object,—
Foust wrote in his Aug. 28 order
suppressing the introduction of the
gun as evidence.
"Just because a gun was found
in a car does not trigger the
enhancement provisions..." Foust
wrote. "Had the gun been in the
residence, the enhancement provisions would be triggered."
Hammonds remains free on a
$2,500 surety bond pending final
sentencing.

• McGwire...
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we had the meeting."
State Department spokesman
James Rubin said "it means they
are intensifying their efforts." and
that he would not dispute Israeli
assertions that the territorial issue
was basically resolved.
There "is a lot more work to
be done on security because -of
the nature of it, and it is more
complex." Rubin said.
And a senior administration official added that not all the details
of a West Bank agreement were
likely to be settled over the next
few days.
Netanyahu, in a speech at Hunter
College, stressed a need for Israeli
civilians to be protected from attack
from the West Bank or Gaza.
He said the remaining issue was
"to make sure that the land that
we hand over to the Palestinians
does not become a base for continued terrorist attacks against
Israel."
Gold said Arafat's Palestinian
Authority must break up terrorist
cells on land it already holds on
the West Bank and in Gaza and
confiscate weapons.

minis

Local K-9 unit nets award

1 month
$600 I 6 months $36.00
$7200
3 months $18.00 I 1 yew

BY MAIL

but declined to discuss the substance of what was discussed, saying only, "We still have a lot of
work to do."
Diplomatic sources said a promise by Arafat to tone down the
speech he is due to make to the
U.N. General Assembly in the
afternoon had improved the atmosphere for peacemaking.
Arafat, though, declined to
respond to reporters' questions
about what specific measures he
may be willing to take to assure
the Israelis they would be safe in
giving up more land.
Israel's ambassador to the United Nations, Dore Gold, said in an
interview Sunday that "if there's
no security, there is no deal."
With the accord hanging in the
balance, Albright shuttled between
Netanyahu and Arafat- for a second day before bringing them
together under U.S. supervision
for the first time in nearly a year.
"It was an important meeting,"
Albright told reporters. "It was
very important to have it. I am
not going to talk about the substance of it. But I am very glad

• Georges...

rircuiation
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Three percent would be turned
into a nature preser‘e and kept
under Israeli military control, with
Israel and Palestinian construction
prohibited.
"That's basically the concept
we're trying to nail down here,
and mat's where we've made a
breakthroagh," Netanyahu said. He
said he expected additional talks.
"possibly in the near .future, and
yes. I would perk up your ears."
Israel's acceptance of a U.S.
demand that it relinquish another
13 percent of the land it captured
in the 1967 Six-Day War cleared
a major hurdle to a West Bank
agreement with the Palestinians.
The White House talks could
determine the course of the ArabIsraeli conflict and, if successful,
add to the politically troubled president's luster as a peacemaker.
Persuasive in steering Protestants
and Catholics to an accord in
Northern Ireland, Clinton hopes to
use it as an example for Arabs
and Israel in the Middle East and
other adversaries around the world.
Albright called her meeting with
Netanyahu and Arafat important,

-} September 28, 29 & 30
7:00 p.m.

From Page 1

37-year-old record, with Sosa joining in the celebration.
... Many believe their record-breaking feats — and their sportsmanship — helped rejuvenate a game
that lost its luster four years ago
when a strike wiped out the World
Series.

This time, even a curtain call
from McGwire didn't quiet the
46,110 fans, who remained on their
feet, cheering even as teammate
Brian Jordan took a called third
strike for the third out of the
inning. The Cardinals won the
San Diego's Greg Vaughn hit
game 6-3.
his 50th home run in his final
The second home run ball land- game, making 1998 the first year
ed in a party box and was snared four players reached the mark in
by Phil Ozerski of Olivette, Mo., a single season. He joined McGwho was attending the game with wire. Sosa and Seattle's Ken Grifa group of Washington Universi- fey Jr. (56) in the 50-homer club.
ty research lab scientists.
Until this year, there had been
McGwire, who has 10 multi- just five seasons when a pair of
homer games this year and 53 in players reached 50. McGwire fighis career, hit a go-ahead homer ured into two of those: In 1996
for the 24th time this season.
when he hit 52 and last year when
He opened the year with a slam he hit 58.
.on March 31 against the Dodgers'
Although Sunday was the CarRamon Martinez, then led the home
run race all season except when dinals' final game of the season.
Sosa twice passed him briefly — die competition wasn't quite over.
Sosa, who did not homer Sunand then for only 103 minutes
day. will get an extra game on
total.
The
friendly
competition Monday when the Cubs face the
between the two sluggers capti- San Francisco Giants at Chicago's
vated fans for weeks, peaking the Wrigley Field in a one-game playnight McGwire broke Roger Mans' off for the wild-card spo..
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Carnealjury selection continues
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LOOKING FOR A DEAL: Kristin Allard gets a helping hand
from friend Emily McKnight during the annual Community
Resource Fair Saturday.

PEOPLE

PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — The er has several college degrees.
largest jury panel ever summoned
Those who are selected for the
to the McCracken County court- panel will he asked to decide the
house in a single month will report fate of Carneal, a 15-year-old Heath
on Thursday,.the first day of ori- High School student who is charged
entation for potential jurors in the with killing three classmates on
Michael Carneal murder trial.
Dec. I.
Two months ago, 500 people
Among the 183 names removed
were summoned as prospective
from
the jury list by McCracken
jurors, but 183 names had been
removed for various reasons by Circuit Judge Jeff Hines were peolate last week. That leaves 317 ple who had health problems and
would-be jurors for the orienta- others who had moved out of the
tion session and first official day county. Others dismissed were close
to the shooting, including two Heath
of jury duty.
The Paducah Sun obtained infor- High teachers. Another person is
mation forms filled out by the related to Hines.
potential jurors. They range in age
Prospective jurors can request
from 18 to 82 and come from a to be taken off the list, but the
variety of professions, including judge does not have to grant the
painter, grave digger and retired requests. One juror said he couldlocomotive engineer. Their level n't serve because he didn't underof education also varies. One quit stand the system, and another said
school in the seventh grade; anoth- he couldn't afford to be away from

work.
Those

are not grounds for automatic relief from jury duty. but
Hines and the attorneys in the
case will consider them.
Because there is a chance the
jury could be sequestered in a
hotel for two weeks or more. Hines
will give potential jurors another
opportunity to object
on those grounds.
Commonwealth Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach said he will not ask
that the jury be sequestered. Lead
defense attorney Tom Osborne said
he is still considering that option.
Last fall, the Administrative
Office of the Courts in Frankfort
picked 13 jury panels to serve in
1998, one for each month plus an
extra panel. Each panel includes
250 names picked at random by
a computer from driver's license

registrations and voter registration
lists.
Hines decided to use the October panel plus the extra panel. He
ordered that the 500 prospective
jurors be notified in August, a month
earlier than normal, to give them
extra time to adjust personal schedules should they be picked for the
Carneal trial.
All of the potential jurors have
been assigned identification numbers to help guard their privacy.
Once the court selects a 32-member panel, attorneys will question
the jurors. The defense and prosecution each may remove up to
nine members. If each side strikes
nine people, the 14 remaining
members of the panel would hear
the case, two as alternates. If each
strikes fewer than nine, the court,
clerk will draw 14 numbers at
random.

McCracken judge pondering cameras

Controversial minister back in pulpit
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CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) — A controversial United Methodist
minister took to the pulpit and reaffirmed his willingness to celebrate same-sex weddings in defiance of his denomination.
The Rev. Jimmy Creech told an overflow United Church of
Christ congregation on Sunday that Christians are not fully sharing the gospel until they embrace homosexuals into the kingdom
of God.
"I think the church has been wounded by prejudice and bigotry toward lesbians, gay men and bisexual persons that compromise its ability to speak truthfully and clearly the gospel of Jesus
Christ," said Creech, who was removed from his Nebraska congregation after officiating at a lesbian wedding last year.
Last year, Creech officiated in a covenant ceremony for two
lesbians at First United Methodist Church in. Omaha, Neb. That
prompted a theological showdown within the 9.5 million-member
United Methodist Church, the second-largest Protestant denomination in the United States after the Southern Baptists.

Investigator,resigns from case
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) — A special investigator in the JonBenet Ramsey slaying resigned because he believes police are targeting innocent people, including the slain girl's parents.
"I find that I cannot in good conscience be a part of the persecution of innocent people," Lou Smit tells District Attorney Alex
Hunter in the Sept. 20 letter, which was obtained by Newsweek.
"It would be highly improper and unethical for me to stay when
I so strongly believe this."
Smit, whose resignation was publicly confirmed Thursday, says
in the letter that JonBenet's parents, John and Patsy Ramsey, "did
not do it," and urges Hunter to "wait and investigate this case
more thoroughly."
Hunter's office refused to comment on the letter.
JonBenet, 6, was found beaten and strangled in the basement
of her family's Boulder home on Dec. 26, 1996.
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Hilfiger's brother battles cancer
NEW YORK (AP) — Designer Tommy Hilfiger is preoccupied
with something more important than fashion these days. His brother, Billy, is trying to beat brain cancer.
"My last MRI looked great, and I feel good," Billy Hilfiger
said in Sunday's editions of the New York Daily News. "I have
great friends, a great family, and they tell me I have a positive
attitude."
Hilfiger had brain surgery in December, shortly after his cancer was diagnosed. He underwent chemotherapy every four weeks
for three months and then radiation every day during May and
June.
Billy Hilfiger, 42, plays in two rock bands and runs a small
urban landscaping company.

Cousteau family at odds
NEW YORK (AP) — More than a year after Jacques Cousteau's
death, the undersea explorer's widow and son reportedly are sniping at each another over how to carry on his work.
"I represent continuity of the name," Cousteau's 60-year-old
son, Jean-Michel, said in the latest issue of Time magazine. "So
I must be a voice for the oceans."
But Cousteau chose his widow, Francine Cousteau, to head the
Cousteau Society, which holds the rights to his films, books and
inventions.
She plans to build the 217-foot Calypso II to replace Cousteau's
beloved Calypso, which sank near Singapore in 1996. Cousteau
had begun work on the second boat before he died at 87 in June
1997.
Ms. Cousteau, 52, also hopes to send out a Caspian Sea expedition and run a "Waters of Peace" program.
Jean-Michel Cousteau calls the Calypso II "a joke," and says
"my father must be flip-flopping in his grave."
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Champ says game should be taught
PITI'SBURGH (AP) — The world's first female grandmaster
in chess said girls are still missing out on the game because they
aren't taught it.
Susan Polgar, 29. became a grandmaster in 1991 and once beat
the world's fifth-ranked player, Anatoly Karpov. She spoke Saturday to the Pittsburgh Chess Club, which counts several nationally ranked girls among its membership.
"Even today in some countries, chess isn-'t something they teach
girls," Polgar said. "It is improving, and once girls start to play,
they've shown they have the talent to compete with men."
The reigning world women's champion, Polgar started playing
chess before she even started school in Hungary because she was
fascinated with the pieces.
Both of her younger sisters are in the top 20 of the world
rankings.
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Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
prosecution witness list that
includes several high school students has caused the judge in the
Michael Carneal murder trial to
reconsider his decision to allow a
television camera in the courtroom.
McCracken Circuit Judge Jeff
Hines will make a final decision
on the camera issue when jury selection begins Oct. 5, the Paducah
Sun reported Sunday in a copyright story.
Commonwealth Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach has argued against the
camera, citing his list of young
witnesses and a concern that television might cause them to dramatize their testimony.
In most McCracken County
cases, judges have allowed television. and still cameras in court.
But with the national media attention that is sure to be there for
the trial, Kaltenbach says this is
no usual case.
Prosecutors say that on Dec. 1,
Carneal opened fire on a prayer
circle in the lobby of Heath High
School in Paducah, killing three
students. He is charged with three
counts of murder and five counts
of attempted murder.
Hines agreed with Kaltenbach
that the courtroom can be an intimidating place for young witnesses.
"I can sit back in my chair in
the courtroom and feel just as
relaxed as I am in the recliner in
my den," Hines said. "But I know
it can be very intimidating. I have
seen professionals
doctors and
others — break into a cold sweat
because they're so nervous. I must
consider that and what effect the
camera is going to have on the
kids who are going to testify."
However, Hines said he also realizes that limiting access to the
court process can sometimes cause
widespread public suspicion.
"The court system is a public
arena that is supposed to be open
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ment being -set up in hallways.
The camera debate heightened
earlier this month with a request
from Comcast Cable of Paducah,
which wanted to broadcast live,
gavel-to-gavel coverage of the trial.
Hines rejected Comcast's request
to connect to the courtroom's closed
circuit television system.
After that idea was rejected,
Comcast Manager Ed Mount said
he would consider using the live
signal provided by the camera from
WPSD in Paducah, designated as
the pool camera for broadcasters.
Hines said he has no control over
how the signal is used, finless, of
course, he bans cameras altogether.
Both sides in the trial have
expressed a few reservations about

the television cameras. Although
lead defense attorney Tom Osborne
said he recognizes the need to
have an open court to keep the
public informed, he says cameras
don't help jurors reach the correct verdict.
"I do not think that it adds to
the quality of the judicial process."
Osborne said. "I do not think it
assists or benefits the jury in reaching a fair and proper decision."
Kaltenbach said he has interviewed more than 50 witnesses in
preparation for the trial, and an
are against a courtroom camera.
"The witnesses we have interviewed are universal in their request
not to have cameras in the courtroom," he said.
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to the public," he said. -When
something is done to limit public
access, there is sometimes suspicion that public officials are trying to hide something."
Hines already has made a few
modifications in his camera policy since the proceedings began.
Early in the case, he adopted
a courtroom policy of allowing
one television camera and two still
photographers access to the trial
in a pool system for all broadcast
stations and newspapers.
But on Friday, Hines modified
the policy to bar cameras from
anywhere in the courthouse except
those allowed in the courtroom.
He said it was done for security
reasons and to avoid the disruptions caused by television equip-
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Internal Medicine
The physicians and staff of Primary Care
Medical Center would like to introduce Sean
Kelly, M.D. to the Murray-Calloway County
Community. As an internal medicine physician, Dr. Sean Kelly assumes continuous, comprehensive care for adult members and older children of a family. He is a
native of Murray and a graduate of Murray State University. At Murray State Dr.
Kelly was the Outstanding Freshman Chemistry Major and president of the Tr Beta Biological Honor Society.
Dr. Kelly graduated from the University of Louisville School of Medicine in
1995. He completed his residency training in internal medicine at the University of
Kentucky. He received the Outstanding Intern Teacher Award for 1995-96. Dr.
Kelly is board eligible in the specialty of internal medicine.
The physicians and staff are excited to have Sean Kelly, M.D. join them in the
practice of primary care. We feel that with his assistance, we will continue to be
able to deliver to the people of our area quality-Tnedical care in a timely manner.

Accepting New Patients
Robert Hughes. M.D.

Michael Adams. M.D.

Joyce Hughes, M.D.

Sean Kelly, M.D.

Hollis Clark, M.D.

Marsha Adams, PA-C
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Lisa Buford, PA-C
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Dueling may become issue

EDITORIAL

McGwire deserves thanks
wake of natural disasters and
one man rose above it all
hearts of millions.
the
ipture
lie took a game that only four short
.cars ago was foundering because of
Aoor disputes and turned it around. He
our nation hope once again,
dcli‘cring us our national pastime.
On Sunday. Mark McGwire ended
the season after slamming his 70th
home run. The season has been full of
e\citement as McGwire cruised past the
1961 homer record set by Roger Mans.
And to add to the mix, Slammin'
Sammy Sosa did his part to give
McGwire some competition. On two
occasions, Sosa did indeed lead the
race Yet Big Mac wasn't ready to
give up and answered back with a
hearty grand slam.
Why is America fascinated with
Mark McGwire? The answer is quite
easy — he's a true American hero.
.

After breaking Mans' record, we witnessed a touching moment on the field
as McGwire embraced his son. Families
packed the stadiums as Big Mac came
through, wanting to make sure they
witnessed one of the slams.
. Even in rival towns, McGwire was
the man. The St. Louis Cardinals' slugger has breathed new life into a game
that has kept us riveted in front of
our televisions throughout the season.
Thank you Big Mac for giving us a
chance to have some fun — without
the sex scandal jokes, dirty politics and
other distractions.
Thank you for being a good role
model for our children. You have influenced a new generation of youngsters
to pick up a bat and give it a few
swings.
Most of all, that you for showing us
that good clean fun can be found in
America* — with the game of baseball.

Rules have changed
i.A11) -- In these
•\''i (
wile.. as a disenchanted
:te
)emocrat reminded President Clinton, a president's private life is
ipublic. fairly or unfairly:
That reality doesn't stop at the
White House.
Even the vague. unwritten rule'
that used to restrain reporting about
he sexual attairs of political figures have fallen in the undertow
ilvt! slna Lewinsky sex scan6.11 •
at best, they generally held
that .esual conduct wasn't a pub. and so publishable, affair unless
.t alfe,:ted the duties or decisions
;of the otticial or candidate involved,
;in\ oive.1 hy pocrisy• or lies, became
kn.. v. n in official proceedings or
‘s as still going on.
In other words, unless it was
L'finane ti, the job the public man
‘+‘,man held or sought.
That standard could be argued
either way about the disclosure
hUnit Rep. Henry Hyde, chairman
)1 the House Judiciary Commit:tee had anadulterous affair almost
;30 years ago. On one hand, his
feonimittee is dealing with the
:impeachment accusations brought
:against Clinton in the Monica
e‘sinsky case. On the other, what
:1-1.Lle called a youthful . indiscre:titm — he was in his 40s at the
ltime — ended before he even
Lune to Congress. and when queswiied, he didn't lie hut admitted
t
Its the account of the AventuHa.. man who said he was
;It)L' source of the story posted by
Internet magazine Salon, he'd
;t,ttered it to 57 media people
he found a taker.
: With the Internet and the cacoph:oiR 01 broadcast talk shows and
ihle telt:‘ ision added to the main;sficaili media roster, there'll always
And

Ork. L.

!IICIViskifie.

Attention
Washington!
Let your elected officials
know what you think. For
information regarding your
state officials, call the
Ledger at 753-1916.
C.S. REP ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3547 (Washington)

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

WALTER MEARS

Associated Press Columnist
the account ot a politician's past
will spread into print and broadpast, as in the Hyde eipisode.
"Whether we think it fair or
not, the reality is in 1998 that a
president's private life is public,"
Sen. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn.,
said in his Sept. 4 Senate speech
denouncing. Clinton's conduct.
-Contemporary media standards
will have it no other way." That can be said as well of
other public men and women. It
certainly will apply to the candidates who run for president in
2000.
Hyde was the third House
Republican within the month to
disclose a past adulterous affair,
each going public because of an
impending news story. After the
Hyde story, House Republican leaders complained to the FBI of what
they called a possible attempt at
intimidation against impeachment.
They sought an FBI investigation,
suggesting that Clinton allies were
behind it all.
The White House denied
involvement,and chief of staff Erskine Bowles said any Clinton aide
found to be party to ptanting such
stories would be fired.
"Their butt would be kicked
out, and they should be kicked
out." said political advisor Rahm
Emanuel. "But the fact is, we're
now in a process criminalizing and
politicizing people's personal lives."
Meaning Clinton's. In his grand
jury testimony, he,complained that
some questions went "too far in

trying to criminalize my private
life," and he wouldn't answer them.
involved sexBut that private'
ual liaisons with an aide in his
White House office complex.
By any guideline, such conduct
would warrant reporting.
The argument continues about
the way the Republican sexual disclosures made it into print. Rep.
Tom DeLay, the GOP whip, who
wanted Clinton impeached long
ago, said he was acting on suspicions, not proof, when he blamed
the White House.
He said on CBS that it fit the
pattern of conduct there. "And
unfortunately, I think more of this
is going to happen," DeLay said.
Probably so, with the lid off
scandal reporting.
It had been happening gradually for a decade plus, since Gary
Hart's Democratic presidential campaign was derailed by disclosures
about his affairs.
"They can't run a story like
this unless somebody said, 'Yeah,
I did it with him,— Clinton coached
Gennifer Flowers. Then she said
just that, to a supermarket tabloid,
during his 1992 campaign.
Ms. Lewinsky testified that no
one ever asked her to lie, and that
she was not promised a job for
silence about her liaisons with
Clinton. But she had said earlier
that Clinton told her when the two
people involved in such a relationship say it didn't happen, in
effect it didn.a.
It did.

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor.
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case
verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not
be published). Letters must not be more than 500
words. We reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor,
Murray Ledger and Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071. They may also be faxed to (502) 7.531927.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In
his single term in the Kentucky
House of Representatives, Ricky
Lee Cox certainly has made an
impression.
The archetypical neo-conservative in the House, the Campbellsville Republican has said his
views would ultimately prevail
because he was willing to die
for his beliefs.
He opposed a bill that would
prohibit children under the age
of 16 from getting married because
he said it encouraged teen pregnancy and living together outside
of marriage. He has quoted G.W.F.
Hegel — inaccurately — to warn
of the dangers of a health care
bill as leading to the slippery slope
of socialism. He also ranked dead
last among House members in a
survey by the Center for Public
Issues covering such topics as
legislative skills, conscientiousness and credibility.
Cox said it may all be a part
of a manifest destiny. Some legislators, he said, have not received
such attention during decades of
service.
"I don't know if it's a guardian
angel or that I'm meant for higher office," Cox said during a
telephone interview last week.
Cox may soon be adding to
his notoriety.
As part of a feud with the
Ceritral Kentucky News-Journal
in Campbellsville, Cox wrote a
letter to the editor challenging a
newspaper official to a duel. Cox
said Publisher Richard RoBards
had unfairly portrayed him in a
column, though RoBards said his
displeasure with the conduct of
the House race was aimed equally at Cox and Democrat Russell
Montgomery.
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CAPITOL IDEAS

MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Columnist
offer him a choice of the
following: pistols. knives, fists
and skulls, wet corncobs or banjos," Cox wrote.
The challenge has prompted a
minor constitutional crisis; or at
least a question.
For nearly 150 years, the Kentucky Constitution has required
all state officers to take an oath
on the subject of dueling. The
current provision, in place since
1891, includes the following passage required of anyone taking
the oath of office:
"...I do further solemnly swear
that since the adoption of the
present constitution, I, being a
citizen of this state, have not
fought a duel with deadly weapons
within this state nor out of it,
nor have I sent or accepted a
challenge to fight a duel with
deadly weapons, nor have I acted
as a second in carrying a challenge, nor aided or assisted any
person thus offending..."
The dueling provision in the
oath is considered by some to
be an anachronism, an amusing
throwback to an earlier era with
no current relevance.
Cox said the letter and comments he made were obviously
meant as jokes.
"I decided I could respond to
that attack by being substantive
or by making fun of it. I chose
to make fun of it," Cox said.
He noted that in addition to the

at

offer of a duel with firearms or
knives, he also offered wet corncobs or banjos.
To the framers of the constitution, however, dueling is no
laughing matter. According to the
Kentucky Encyclopedia, 41 formal duels were fought by Kentuckians from 1790 to 1867. Historians say the practice robbed
the state of some of its best and
brightest young men, caught up
in the notion that dueling was
the way honorable men settled
their differences.
And there is no differentiation
in Section 228 of the constitution between joking challenges to
duel and serious ones.
So although Cox can claim it
was a joke, a letter containing
a formal challenge to a duel with
deadly weapons may be no laughing matter. If Cox wins his election this November against Montgomery of Campbellsville, the letter is easy fodder for a legal
challenge to Cox's qualifications
to hold office.
Cox appears unconcerned, even
empowered.
"If some small-minded person
wants to make an issue of this,
I'll accept whatever publicity I
get and probably think about running for governor next year," Cox
said.
But like all other public officers in Kentucky, the governor
also takes the oath.
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Video helps female lawyers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sometimes laughter is the best medicine, even for a female lawyer
confronting sexism in the courtroom.
Lee Stapleton Milford remembers the time she was prosecuting a case and a male defense
lawyer kept trying to rattle her
with belittling remarks. Finally,
he called her "madam prosecutrix"
in front of the jury.
"I looked at the judge, I looked
at the jury. I could not help
myself; I burst out laughing,"
she recalled. "They all laughed.
He was diminished by it and
that was the end of the remarks."
Milford, a Justice Department
lawyer, recounted her tale in
"Succeeding as a Woman Advocate," a videotaped program
offered by the American Bar
Association to help women navigate a profession still dominated by men.
About one-fourth of the nation's
almost 1 million lawyers are
women.
Even now, "women must work
hard to have full credibility in
the courtroom," Reiko Kasuike,
president of DecisionQuest, a Los
Angeles jury consulting firm,
wrote in an accompanying book.
Philadelphia lawyer Janet S.
Kole wrote about a medical malpractice case that included testimony videotaped several years earlier, when she wore her hair differently.
She won the jury verdict, and
afterward the judge had something to tell her.
He and other courtroom personnel took a vote and reached
a verdict of their own: "We love
your new hairdo."
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AP ANALYSIS

LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer
U.S. District Judge Lesley
Brooks Wells of Cleveland said
there's been great improvement,
but she still sees women "more
isolated in the courtroom with
less support from their colleagues."
How do women establish the
authority and control they need
to win?
They must avoid "powerless"
styles of speaking that some
women,- tend to use — being
overly polite, hedging, hesitating
too much, said Chuck Kauffman
of Starr Litigation Services of
West Des Moines, Iowa.
Phoenix lawyer Patricia Lee
Refo demonstrated two ways to
present a case to a jury.
Bad: The first word out of
her mouth was "urn," and it went
downhill from there.
She fiddled with her hair and
kept her eyes down, reading from
a script that seemed as if it
would never get to the point.
Good: Looking directly at hcr
audience, Refo described the case
in short, vivid sentences, speaking more energetically than before
and avoiding hesitations that might
indicate uncertainty.
Another important part of legal
work is taking pretrial sworn statements from witnesses.
Three lawyers demonstrated a
session gone awry, as a male
lawyer repeatedly interrupted and

ridiculed a female lawyer's rather
feeble attempts to question his
client.
To avoid such problems, "look
people in the eye, lean forward,
assert yourself, sound as if you
know what you're doing, and it
will help you establish control,"
said Philadelphia lawyer Barbara
W. Mather.
But too much sarcasm or
aggression might get a woman
in trouble with jurors who have
their own preconceptions. .
"You can have aggressive
words without the tone and facial
expression," advises Hasuike.
And then there's the issue of
clothing. Some women advise
dressing conservatively, at least
during the first weak of a trial,
so jurors will concentrate on what
the lawyers say instead of what
they wear.
But Kole — a short woman
whose opposing lawyers in one
case were three tall men — wore
.1 bright red suit on the first day
of trial to make sure the jury
noticed her.
Miriam Kass, a lawyer-mediator in Houston. wrote in the book's
afterward of the progress made
by women lawyers. "Now many
women are leaders," she said.
And when it's time for her
to "pass the torch" to someone,
she added. "I don't care what
she wears."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 20 - Akron (Ohio)
race relations:
Many people in the Akron area may have heard
an echo when the members of the President's Initiative on Race released their recommendations last
week. In part, that is because in December, President Clinton held his first town meeting on race
here.
What has been discovered in Akron is that in
the wake of all the legislative achievements of the
past 30 years, the bulk of the remaining work of
racial reconciliation requires individuals to take
steps to bridge differences in their daily lives.
Sure, laws can he more vigorously enforced. They
should be. The more difficult task is changing
attitudes in san enduring way.

•••

do(

Few took notice this month when a national
study of the top colleges and universities reported that affirmative action programs at these institutions have worked as planned. Many black students, who were admitted with lower SAT scores,
have flourished, at school and in their professional lives.
Both black and white students valued highly
the diversity on campus and found it benefited
them later in their jobs.
Platitudes? No, concrete realities. In Akron,
we've discovered that building racial bridges requires
hard and sustained work: If the president wants to
encourage others to take a similar path, all the
better. The battle against racism is often hand to
hand.
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DEATHS
Marcelin H. Smith

Mrs. Elizabeth H Marshall

Mrs., Elizabeth H. Marshall, Hazel, died Saturday. Sept. 26.
1998, at 8:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired school teacher, she had also worked at Dees Bank of
Hazel and at an insurance agency. She was a member of Hazel
United Methodist Church.
Her husband, J.M. Marshall, died in 1970. One brother, James
T. Hall, also preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
late Richard J. Hall and Lucy Richardson Hall.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Nell Vickrey, Marietta, Ga.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dan Leslie will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

The Calloway County Laker Band received all first place
awards in Class AA at the Ohio County Marching Band
Contest. Pictured are (from left) Dawn Sheldon, Joel Hall,
Billy Bell and Jason McCuiston.
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Band takes first
at Ohio County
The Calloway County High
School Laker Band placed first in
Class AA at the Ohio County in itational Marching Band contest
Saturday.
The band received its fifth distinguished rating, the highest in
the KMEA-sponsored event.
Euphonium soloist Billy Bell,
who serves as drum major for the
Laker Band, was named outstand-

Bobby Gene Wilkerson

Bobby Gene Wilkerson, 66, Swan Road, Farmington, died Saturday, Sept. 26, 1998, at 1:30 a.m. at Birchtree Nursing Home,
Clinton, where he had been a patient only a few days. His death
followed an extended illness.
He had retired as a truck driver for Lynn Grove Egg Company and was a member of Coldwater Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 15, 1931, he was the son of the late Noble Wilkerson and Myrtle Young Wilkerson. One sister, Mrs. Dortha Ferrell, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Beane Wilkerson; two
daughters, Mrs. Vickie Culpepper and husband, Randy, and Mrs.
Pam Kirks and husband, Eddie, and one son, Ricky Wilkerson and
wife, Shirley, all of Lynn Grove; two sisters, Mrs. Brenda Baker
and husband, Joe, and Mrs. Joyce Hasty, and one brother, John
Wilkerson and wife, Betty, all of Coldwater; five grandchildren,
Tammy Culpepper, Derek Culpepper, Bobby Wilkerson, Russell
Hargrove, and Kyle Kirks.
The funeral is today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. William Strong is officiating.
Pallbearers are Timmy Beane, Darrell Miller, Terry Beane, Steve
Ferrell, Darrell Ferrell, and Ronnie Beane. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.

ing drum major in Class AA and
the percussion and color guard
also took top honors.
This year's show
"Adventures as Sea."

is titled

The Laker Band has already
qualified for the 1998 state quarterfinals in Cecilia on Oct. 24 and
will be performing in the MSU
Homecoming Parade on Saturday.
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Mrs. Velda Green Reynolds
Mrs. Velda Green Reynolds, 88, South Third Street, Hazel, died
Friday. Sept. 25, 1998, at Mountain View Rehabilitation Center,
Winchester, Tenn.
She had owned Hazel Drug Store at Hazel and had served as
city judge of Hazel. She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Her husband, Edwin Reynolds, preceded her in death. Born Nov.
1, 1909, in Blackfort, Ky., she was the daughter of the late Samuel
Green and Martha Crowell Haynes Green.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bobbie Smith and husband, William, Monteagle, Tenn.; one son, Dr. Don Cowan and
wife, Mackey, Nashville, Tenn.; two grandsons, Charles William
Smith, Sewanee, Tenn., and Eugene Craig Smith, Brentwood, Tenn.;
one sister, Mrs. Marion Harpole and husband, George, St. Petersburg, Ha.; one brother, James Haynes and wife, Grace, Clay.
The funeral is today at 11 a.m. ai Hazel Baptist Church. The
Rev. James Garland and the Rev. Joel Frizzell are officiating.
Music is by William Smith, Charles William Smith, Gene Orr
Miller, Gwen Key, and Oneida White.
Burial will follow in Odd Fellows Cemetery, Clay, with Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel in charge of arrangements.

Burton honored by education group
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Marcelin H. Smith. 78. Buchanan, Tenn., died Friday, Sept. 25,
1998, at 5:52 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired tool and die maker, he was a veteran of World War
II. Born June 13. 1920, he was the son of Louise E. Smith and
the late Samuel Smith.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nancy Seely Smith, to whom
he was married on May 25, 1941; three sons, Marcelin Gerald
Smith, Kokomo. Ind., Ronald N. Smith, Frankfort, Ind., and Emery
J. Smith. Clemmons. N.C.; his mother, Mrs. Louise E. Smith, and
one brother, Emery Smith, both of Frankfort, Ind.; six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home,
Frankfort, Ind. Burial will follow in Frankfort Cemetery there.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.

Volunteers will be needed at the National Guard Armory
Tuesday beginning at 8 a.m. to assist children in finding
clothing that fits. Here Anna Margaret Cunningham is shown
helping two students after last year's Community Resource
Fair.

Market swoon blocks
doors on billionaire list
NEW YORK (AP)-The stock Walt Disney vice chairman and
market's dive this summer left founder's nephew Roy Disney
empty chairs at the billionaires ($900 million); and the founders
of the Yahoo! Web site, David
club.
Forbes magazine's annual list Fibo ($840 million) and Jerry Yang
of the 400 richest Americans. topped ($830 million).
• With $58.4 billion, Gates
for the fifth straight year by Bill
Gates, includes a record 189 bil- remained far above No. 2 Warren
lionaires. But there would have been Buffett - even though the
29 more members of the billion- Microsoft chief's net worth plunged
dollar bunch if the market had not $9 billion from the market's peak
turned south in mid-July, Forbes on July 17 to Aug. 31, when the
said Sunday in releasing its Oct. Dow Jones industrial average
tanked 512 points.
12 issue.
Of the top 10 on Forbes' list,
Among those who missed ttte
_all
but two of the members earned
megamillionmere
remain
cut to
aires: Computer Associates chair- their wealth from just two comman Charles Wang ($975 million); panies: Microsoft and Wal-Mart.

Exam to
be given

Robert G. Burton, a graduate
of Murray State University, was
one of five graduates of Kentucky
colleges and universities honored
by the Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education Sunday.

The 1998 Outstanding Alumni
of Kentucky (OAK) award winners are known nationally in their
fields. They have also shown great
affection for their alma maters and
have actively supported their
schools since graduation.
Joining Burton as honorees were
Cawood Ledford, Dr. Clyde F. E.
Roper, Dr. Betty Lentz Sielel, and
William B. Strugilf.
Burton is chairman and president of World Color, a publicly trad-

He earned All-American football honors at Murray State and
played professional football for the
San Francisco 49ers and the Buffalo Bills.
• He also served as vice president of Capital Cities/ABC and
president of the ABC Publishing
Group.
Burton's involvement in community and professional orfaniza-

Federal State Market News Service September
28, 1998 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 0 Est. 75 Barrows & Gilts .50 lower Sows
steady to $1.00 lower
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
327.00 - 27.50
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
$23.00. 26.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
$26.50 • 27.00
US 1.2200.215 lbs.
$17.00 • 19.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$9.00. 10.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
$10.00. 13.00
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
$12.00. 15.00
US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
$17.00. 20.00
US 2.3300-500 lbs.
58.00. 9.00
Boars 57.00-8.00

301 Andrus Drive

Murray

Day Educational
Preschool Program

Full

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

753-4703
:310 South 4th Sin
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Price

Chg

Dow Jones lad. Avg. ..8118.88 + 90.11
Air Products
AT&T
Bell South
731
/
2
Briggs & Stratton
41 11/.
Bristol Myers Squibb ..IO2/s+
Caterpillar
46%
Chrysler
50.-1%6
Dean Foods
44+%
68%-t.
Exxon
Ford Motor
48%+%
General Electric
84+1".
General Motors
SO.+
.
4
Goodrich
33% +",.
Goodyear
.
55%.+11
HopFed Bank*
B 16%A
IBM
135%6+
Ingersoll Rand
38%. NC
Intel
87%-'i
Kroger
50% +%
LG E
Lucent Tech
78'.+
Mattel
29%-i
N1cDonalds
60'•4 4,3
Mercantile Bank
49E:+ 111
Merck
Microsoft
114%.+ 1
.C. Penney
Quaker Oats
60*.-%
Schen ng-Plough
102.+
Sears
Texaco
61%.+%.
Time Wavier
931
/
2+ 2%6
Union Planters
46% +/
1
2
UST
311
/
22/0
W'al-Man
62%
*Hilliard Lyons is a marital makerInt*
stock.
NC - no change in pncia.
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COVERALL

N ightSwj
East Main • 753-5606

Stock Market
Report
Company

'Kitchen Cabinets
*Office Furniture &
& Vanities
Entertainment Centers
*Solid Surface Countertops

502-759-9672

tions range from the Magazine
Publishers Association to the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation to Murray State University.

Prices as of 9 AM

HOG MARKET

Custom Cabinets
8 Woodworking

The post service will be giving the Rural Carrier Associate
(RCA)examination in western Kentucky this fall.
Applications for those interested in future employment as a rural
carrier in Area 52 (Murray. Almo,
Benton, Calvert City. Dexter,
Gilbertsville, Hardin, Hazel and
Kirksey) will be available between
the hours of 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Oct. 5-9
only.
Applications may be picked up
at any of the offices listed and
must be returned and postmarked
by the Oct. 9 deadline.
Persons interested in future
employment with the U.S. Postal
Service in this capacity. or any
other. may call the test informa
tion line at (502) 454-1625.

ed company and a leader in the
management and distribution of pint
and digital information specializing in the magazine, catalog, commercial, direct mail, directory and
book markets.
Burton holds a bachelor's degree
in business administration from
Murray State and earned a master's at the University of Tennessee.

Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Plays 12
Cards starting
Games
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Irformabon
Available
Upon Request

HIWARD
DONS

Our R(.41 fro r,inictit I.

Featuring nightly specials at S per card or 52 tor three Special carry over 7• 4. •
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served Kentucky Charitable Gaming License I0RG000051 .1

La RINK IL Lyra lc • balmy rat mil WC

AMOTIOYAIIY//////// ZH/AW//46111011111040109099111090N1WWWWW////17////4

General - Monarch
Laramie - Firestone
BF Goodrich

BIRTHDAYS ARE SPECIAL
Butch Seyer and
his Hickory Woods
family celebrate
his birthday
8/21/98.

Pick A Pumpkin

at

From Our Ice Cream Patch!
Try Our New

PUMPKIN ICE CREAM & YOGURT
Now Open
Mon.-Sun.
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
753-3111

z

"It's A Taste OfFall"

Baskin
Ii Robbins
Ice Cream &logurt

Same Great Prices!
Prepacked Qts. 245.99
Sundaes $1.99

At right, Butch Seyer
on his birthday at
Hickory Woods
Retirement Center.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

(502)759-8700
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Pictured is the 1996 Mustang which won honors at the
Mustang Show at Franklin, Tenn.
The Kentucky Tennis Hall of
Fame committee has added Paul
Rowton of Paducah to the Hall.
and he will be inducted on Nov.
I in Louisville.
Paul and Shirley Rowton have
a lot of old friends in Murray.
including me. Shirley and I graduated from Tilghman High School
together.
Paul joins two of MSU's prize
tennis players. Bennie and Mel
Purcell, in the Hall of Fame. They
are the only father and son duo
to be in the Hall of Fame. A big
congratulation to Paul.

tion is celebrating its 40th anniversary this year. It is a known fact
that our association gives us the
wonderful live performances for
the lowest price. Civic Music also
adds a great deal to our quality
of life. Be sure and support this
long time group.

Couple's car wins at show

A local couple. Daryl and Bren- tech inspection prior to judging.
da Gray of Almo, had a car to After a one-hour inspection and
win first place in its class at the judging. the' Gray's car received a
Mustang Grand National Show by perfect score.
the Mustang Club of America held
The 1996 Cobra, owned by the
at Franklin. Tenn.. Sept. 4-6.
Gray car, a 1996 Mustang Grays. is one of 676 in producThe
Have you ever thought about
Cobra won first place in the fourth tion. The car has won many first
"having class"? This list below generation Cobra Class.
place honors. Plans are being made
clearly defines the word:
the approximately 600 to attend the 1999 Nationals in
of
All
*Class never runs scared. It is
Mustangs entered had to pass a Houston. Texas.
surefooted and confident. It can handle whatever comes along.
*Class has a sense of humor.
It knows that a good laugh is the
best lubricant for oiling the machinWinners of play on Sept. 23
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human
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have
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activities
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Club
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"Even
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winners as follows:
Ward, Betty Jo Purdom.and Frances
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Hulse;
Tee IA - Rainey Apperson. Purdom. first,
Hulse, second;
Peggy Shoemaker, Lisa Carver,
First flight - Sally Crass. first.
and Betty Lowry;
Tee 3 - Norma Frank, Inus Orr, Linda Burgess. second;
Outland. and Marilyn Adkins;
Second flight - Toni Hopson,
Sue
Tires!
Great
Selection
Great
Great Prices
Tee 4 - Evelyn Jones, Toni
first. Rainey Apperson, second;
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Hopson. Jennifer Crouse. and Linda
Third flight - Martha Sue Ryan.
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Tee 5 - Ann Brown, Anna Mary
approved credit)(W?
Low putts - Betty Stewart.

Oaks ladies plan activities

Kenlake Ladies hold golf play

Murray ladies plan golf play
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Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!

A FREE COMPUTER BALANCING -A

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray •753-1111
Owner: Gerrald Boyd

REUNIONS
tt Cothran reunion set
Presco
The Prescott and Cothran reunion will be Oct. 3. at 11 a.m.
at the big shelter at the Old Kuttawa Picnic area. Each one should
bring a potluck lunch and chairs. For more information call 1502-388-7709.

Schwan's Sales Enterprises, Inc.
•
GOOD PAY! GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
• Starting salary $500.00 per week
• Be you own boss
• Manage your own business
• Unlimited earnings potential
• Excellent benefit package
• Monthly performance bonuses
• 100% promotion within
• Continued training for desired career path
Schwan's Sales Enterprises. Inc.. a national leader in frozen foods products. is
now searching for career focused individuals who are interested in maximizing
personal growth and desire to manage own business. Persons highly motivated. have a strong desire to succeed, possess high work ethics and want to earn
a high income level are encouraged to take advantage of this outstanding career
opportunity.
Attend our Job Fair 10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 29 at
Employment Services 1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY 42071
753-0972 If unable to attend
For a confidential interview contact the
SCHWAN'S RECRUITING OFFICE

1-800-3-EMPLOY
orfax resume to: 507-537-8545
AN F.Qt' Al. OPPORTI'NITY 1-.N1PLOVER

Volunteers are needed at the National Guard Armory today
and Tuesday for the distribution of clothing. Today until 4 p.m.
adults especially in the community can get clothing for families
and patients in nursing homes. A large amount of adult clothing has been donated after the appeal following the Hester Hall
fire. On Tuesday the children who could not attend the Community Resource Fair Saturday will be bused from the schools
to get clothing at the Armory. Volunteers are especially needed
on Tuesday to assist the children.

Story Hours at library

Story Hours will be held Tuesday and Wednesday at the' Calloway County Public Library. "Doctors, Nurses, Dentists & Me!"
will be the theme of the program, according to Sandy Linn, youth
services director. Parents and Twos for children accompanied by an
adult will be at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. both
days. For information call 753-2288.

Singles will meet Tuesday

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center to go to the dance at the
Jaycee Building at Paris, Tenn. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational. support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For information call
Doris at 73-0273.

West View schedules events

West View Nursing Home has scheduled events for its residents
and patients. Tuesday events will include Room Music at 8:30
a.m., Coffee Hour at 9:45 a.m., Bingo at 10:15 a.m., Concentration Game at 2 p.m. and MSU Time at 6:30 p.m. On Wednesday
Room Time will be at 9 a.m., Bible Class at 10 a.m., Sensory at
10:30 a.m., and Country Cruising at 2 p.m.

Hospital Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make
stops this week. During September blood pressure checks, pulse,
cholesterol and triglyceride screenings will be offered. The screenings require a food fast (water only) for 14 hours and the charge
is $15. During October free blood pressure, pulse and two-hour
blood sugar screenings will be offered with the blood sugar test
to be performed two hours after completing a meal. A Stool for
Occult Blood Screening kit is also available for $4. Tuesday stops
will be at Wing° Town Square from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Sedalia
Baptist Church from 1 to 2:30 p.m. On Wednesday the express
will be on the Murray Courtsquare from 8:30 to 11:30 am. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday the express will be at the Dees Bank
of Hazel from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and at Wisehart's Grocery at
Midway from 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Cake Decorating Class planned

A 4-H Cake Decorating class will start Thursday from 3:30 to
5 p.m. in the Senior Citizens Area of the Weaks Community Center. Leigh Ann' Grady will be the instructor. All interested youth
are welcome, according to Ginny Harper. county 4-H agent.

Retired employees to meet Tuesday

Retired employees and former employees of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have their monthly meeting Tuesday at
5 p.m. at Sandra D's on" Highway 94 East. This is open to all
interested persons. For information call Nancy McClure at 4928640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Band Boosters will meet

Murray Band Boosters will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Murray Middle School Band Room. All band parents of both High
and Middle School students and other interested persons are urged
to attend this special meeting.

Two 4-H meetings Tuesday

The Area 4-H Records Training ler Calloway County will be
Tuesday from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the United Way Board Room. All
county record participants are encouraged to attend this informative training. Later from 4 to 5:30 p.m. the 4-H Youth Entrepreneurship Club will meet in the Wcaks Center auditorium. Any
youth who has or wants to have a small business is encouraged
to come and be a part of the club. For.information call 753-1452.

SCF Veterans Camp will meet

The Colonel Thompson-Ft. Heiman Camp Sons of confederate
Veterans will meet Monday at 7 r..:;;. in the Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank. Chestnut and North 12th Streets
This will be a meeting for charter members to sign charter paper,
to send in to headquarters. All interested in honoring their Con
federate ancestors, come and bring your wives and a dish for thc
potluck supper. For information call Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

Spring 1999
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Geiger Trunk
Showing
Wednesday, September 30th
noon til 6:00 p.m.
CALL NOW FOR AN
APPOINTMENT
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In Store Modeling
Refresments Served

JCPenney
OVE

YOUR

STYLE -

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri.

9-8; Sat. 8-6: Sun

Fine Ladies Apparel

GEIGER

509 Broadway, South Fulton, TN
901-479-2550
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Soybean group sponsoring program
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The Kentucky Soybean Assoc'
ation is sponsoring a Cyst Nem.1
lode analysis program.
If producers have samples to test
they can he brought to the extension office and we will have samples analyzed and results should
be made available quite readily.
In order to get the free sample, the mailings must take place
through the Calloway County
Extension Office.
Soybean Cyst Nematode has
been a problem for soybean producers for sometime. The microscopic worms invade soybean plant
roots and form a cyst on the root
which inhibits yields at certain
levels of infection.
An initial step in controlling
nematodes may be to keep the
pest from being spread.
Soybean Cyst Nematodes are

host continuously, will build great
numbers over time. For this reason we recommend rotation of
crops.
Producers should sample the six
inch soil layer around the soybean roots. Twenty to 25 probes

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAY WELL
Extension Agent
Soil sampling should occur alter
spread by soil clinging to shoes
harvest to obtain optisoybean
or equipment or by wind and water
because cysts will be
mum
results
on
soil
movement. Obviously,
implements would be a common at their highest -at this point.
Fields that have been suspectculprit of pest dispersion.
of SCN should be examined.
ed
levcertain
that
Evidence show
els of these nematodes will cause Also, if producers are planning on
detrimental effects on soybean planting a susceptible variety of
yields if conditions exist for these soybean, a sample should be taken
of the .field.
pests to flourish.
Another reason for producers
The producer's only way of
would be if a field has
to
sample
fields
which
in
rate
the
determining
are infected is with a soil test for been planted to soybeans year after
year. These cysts if provided a
Soybean Cyst Nematode.

should be taken for every 25 acre
block of a field. Reasons for this
procedure are that SCN can be a
problem in a certain area of the
field and not be a problem in
another.
After the probes are all mixed
together, bring about a pint in a
plastic bag to the extension office
for testing.
Many producers will be harvesting soybeans before long. So,
sample the fields that are suspect
for Soybean Cyst Nematode and
take part of the guessing out of
the farming game.

Southern States adopts theme
"Southern States: Let's Grow
Together," the theme of this year's
local annual membership meetings,
reflects the regional co-op's "continuing dedication to improve farm
inputs and services.
"Seventy-five years ago, farmers organized Southern States Cooperative to serve their basic agricultural production needs. Through
the years, the cooperative has been
innovative in providing new products and services to help farmers
improve their livelihood," said Carroll Gilbert, the cooperative's director of member relations.
Election of local board members and Farm Home Advisory
Committee (FHAC) members are
important features of the annual
membership meeting for Southern
States Cooperative, Inc. - Calloway
Service.
Board nominees are David
Grayson, Bobby Ward and Mark

Wilson.
The FHAC slate consists of the
appointment procedure being used.
A taped report from Wayne A.
Boutwell, Southern States' president and chief executive officer,
will discuss the co-op's supply
and marketing operations for the
last fiscal year.
Local operating statements and
services provided to the agricultural community will be discussed.
Local FHAC and board members
completing terms will be recognized.
Membership Day begins at 8
a.m., Oct. 1, Southern States Cooperatives Inc. - Calloway Service,
110 E. Sycamore St., Murray, with
the business meeting to be held
at 1 p.m.
Southern States Cooperative,
headquartered in Richmond, Va..
operates in six states.
The cooperative processes or
manufactures and distributes feed.

AivrrA enrollment
period coming up
Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman has urged farmers to contact
their local USDA Service Center
to select how they want to receive
their 1999 Agriculture Marketing
Transition Act (AMTA) payments.
The enrollment period will begin
Oct. I and run through Nov. 30.
Under a plan passed by Congress and signed by President Clinton, farmers eligible to receive
AMTA payments (also called Production Flexibility Contract (PFC)
payments) in fiscal year .1999 can
choose to receive the payment all
at once or in two equal payments
during the fiscal year, which begins
Oct. I.
The initial payments should be
distributed by Oct. 22.
"These are payments farmers
were entitled to receive even before
this bill became law," Glickman
said. "Advancing the payment date
will provide limited financial assistance in a time of stress on our
farmers. We need to move forward on many fronts to ensure
family farmers and ranchers have
a strong, secure future on the land.
The Emergency Farm Financial
Relief Act will help ease the current cash-flow problems for many
farmers who are in dire economic straits."
Loan Deficiency Payments
(LDP) are also available through
the USDA Service Center.
Eligible crops in,-lude wheat
and corn grown on farms enrolled
in the AMTA program and soybeans grown on any farm. Producers
need to contact the USDA Service Center to become eligible to
receive these payments.
All documents must be filed
before losing possession of the
crops. A LDP payment does not
have to be repaid and does not
affect to selling price of the commodity.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Loans are also available through
the USDA Service Center. Loan
rates are $2.62 for wheat; $2.11
for corn; $5.51 for soybeans. The
interest rate, which changes monthly, is 6.25 percent for September.

PET
TALK

It has grain marketing facilities
seeds, fertilizers, petroleum prodfive of these states. The coopin
farm
of
range
wide
ucts and a
supplies and lawn and garden prod- erative's membership totaled about
ucts in West Virginia, North Car- 195,000 and the annual volume
olina, Delaware, Maryland, Vir- was more than $1.2 billion.last
year.
ginia and Kentucky.

DAVID BLACKBURN Ledger & Times photo

HOLD YOUR HORSES: A horse, as well as its owner, gets
caught by the stoplight at 12th and Main streets Friday.

SOUTHERN STATES
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AND ANNUAL MEETING
Thursday,October 1,1998•8a.m.-4 p.m.

REGISTER TO WIN
$1,000 Worth OfGift Certificates

by Dr. Bob Salley
A dog's teeth should be cleaned at
least twice a week to fight plaque
and tartar. Chew toys help, but
they can't reach the plaque that
accumulates at the gumline. Dogs
rarely get cavities, but periodontal
disease is a real problem.
••
Nir

Be certain that electnc cords are
not accessible to your pet.
Puppies and kittens find them
interesting things to chew on. The
resulting electric shock can be
serious and possibly fatal.
A deadly form of heart disease
cats — dilated cardiomyopathy was quite. common in cats uw
about 10 years ago, when veteri
nary researchers found it wa..
most often caused by a dietar.
deficiency. Now the amino ac,
taurine is added to most cat foods
(is

Net
Cats don't do well on medication
meant for humans. Aspirin can be
toxic and Tylenol fatal. Even
innocuous helps like calamine
lotion or boric acid can be toxic .f
the cat licks them off Get yob

•Breakfast Refreshments Ham Biscuits & Doughnuts - 8 a.m.-11

▪ Grand Opening Ribbon Cutting
Ceremony 10:30 a.m.
Ill Lunch Served - Hot Dogs, Hambu
Pork Chop Sandwiches 11 a.m.-1 p.

•Business Meeting 1 p.m.

Reliance
orse Fe •

Legend
Horse Feed

Off
.
9
er Bag

5115°
:
Per Bag

Now $3.99 a bagl

SOUTHERN STATES

Off

6 Ft. Steel

"T"Post

vet's advice
Brought to you as a pubtpc seroce
by the vetennarians who care lor
your arumais at

Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

110 EastSycamore Street
Murray,KY42071
(Across from Calloway Co.Animal Shelter)

Sale Prices Good 10/1/98 Only

NavUlb

Best Copy Avai
••••••
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BYU lowers boom on Racers 43-9
MSU manages just
35 yards on ground

MARC LESTER/The Daily Herald, Provo, Utah

Brigham Young receiver Margin Hooks tries to collect a pass between Murray State defenders Dorion Berry (27) and Chauncey
McGee (14) during the Racers' 43-9 loss to the Cougars Saturday afternoon in Provo, Utah.

By GREG BEACHAM
AP Sports Writer
PROVO, Utah (AP)
There
were no surprises at Cougar Stadium on Saturday — and no solutions, either.
Kevin Feterik and Drew Miller
threw for a combined 313 yards
and two touchdowns as Brigham
Young routed Division 1-AA Murray State 43-9, but neither player
emerged as the leader in the Cougars' quarterback race.
And coach LaVell Edwards is
just fine with that.
"We have two quarterbacks, and
we'll need them both to win," Edwards said. "I thought Drew picked
up the spark in the second quarter,
and then Kevin made some good
plays in the third quarter. ...
There'll be no change. We like the
situation the way it is."
BYU (2-2) marched to a predictably easy win against the inover-their-heads Racers (3-1). Four
days after Edwards talked Miller
out of transferring, the Cougars
used Feterik and Miller extensively, with Feterik playing the first
and third quarters and Miller most
of the second and fourth.
But the crowd of 59,303 voiced
its vote by roundly booing Feterik

after nearly every mistake. With
Feterik starting, the Cougars lost 15
yards on their first three plays of
the game and didn't score until an
11-yard run by Jenkins late in the
first quarter.
"The fans a.id the media don't
know whargoes on at practice and
on the sideline," offensive lineman
John Tait said. "This is a team
game."
Murray State then drove to
BYU's 1-yard line, but missed its
chance to take the early lead as
Racer quarterback Justin Fuente
was intercepted in the end zone.
With the Racers stacking eight
defenders on the line of scrimmage,
BYU gave Ronney Jenkins just 11
carries and instead went to the air
in old-fashioned Cougars style.
"I knew coming in that we were
going to be overmatched, particularly against a good Cougar football team with a strong defense,"
Murray State coach Denver Johnson said.
With BYU leading 7-0, Miller
entered the game-- on Brigham
Young's first play of the second
quarter and promptly drove the
Cougars 44 yards in five plays,

• See Page 9
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Florida
downs
improved
UK 51-35
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
- „GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
:iCentucky believed this might be
:the year it beat the Florida Gators
:and gave itself a real chance at winning the SEC. Instead of jogging
:9iit of the tunnel to start the game,
:the Wildcats walked all the way to
:niidfield, looking cool and confi:ii:Ient.
Unfortunately, the defense never
did pick up the pace.
In a game that figured to measure whether Tim Couch was a worthy Heisman Trophy candidate and
whether the Wildcats were ready to
challenge in the conference, only
Couch lived up to his billing.
He passed for 406 yards and
_three touchdowns, but the eigljth:ranked Gators had no problem
:aigainst an outmanned Kentucky de: tiense in a 51-35 victory Saturday
njght, their school-record 24th consecutive in the Swamp.
"We had our chances," said
Kentucky coach Hal Mumme.
Yeast returned a kickoff 100
yards for a touchdown after Florida
had opened the game by going 75
yards in four plays for the first of
seven touchdown passes. this one
from Jesse Palmer.
And after Florida (3-1, 1- I SEC)
pinned the Wildcats on their own 3yard line. Couch hit Yeast in stride
for what turned out to he a 97-yard
touchdown, the longest offensive
.play in school history and a 14-7
:icad that didn't la \I long.
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McGwire's two homers cap
off wild final day,fun season
Once McGwire was done, fans home runs Sammy Sosa adds to his
By BEN WALKER
turned their full attention to the total of66 — count in the stats.
AP Baseball Writer
Paul Molitor got his 3,319th hit,
Mark McGwire, a wild-card race for the final postseason berth.
The Cubs lost at the Astrodome, and possibly his last one in the big
scramble and a kid pitcher truly
then got a second chance a minute leagues. The Cincinnati Reds asmade this a final day to remember.
later
when the Giants lost at Colo- sembled the majors' first allA season full of incredible moments only got better Sunday, with rado. It'll be Chicago vs. San Fran- brother infield — a pair of Larkins,
baseball history changing pitch by cisco at Wrigley Field tonight in a a pair of Boones. Ruben Amaro Jr.
one-game playoff for the NL wild- got the winning hit in his final mapitch and batter by batter.
jor league game, then left to beMcGwire set a home run record card spot.
Bernie Williams won the AL come Philadelphia's assistant genthat could last for a generation, hitting No. 69 and then connecting for batting title over Mo Vaughn, eral manager.
Halladay started the rush, losing
No. 70 in his last swing of the year. barely. Toronto's Roy Halladay, in
just his second major league game, his no-hit bid when Detroit pinch"I think it will stand for a
while," he said. "Will it be broken came within one out of a no-hitter. hitter Bobby Higginson homered
someday? It could be. Will I be The New York Yankees finished with two outs in the ninth inning at
with an AL record 114 victories. SkyDome.
alive? Possibly."
Greg Vaughn hit his 50th home
Dave Stieb, the only Toronto
run.
pitcher to throw a no-hitter, caught
File photo
What a day!
Higginson's ball after it bounced
Mark McGwire capped off his
And there was even more as the off a wall in the Blue Jays bullpen.
amazing season with two
Then it was McGwire's turn.
more home runs Sunday, giv- regular season wrapped up. Then
again, anything that happens in the
ing him 70 for the season.
Giants-Cubs game — including any • See Page 9

NFL travelers fare well Sunday with nine wins
By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
Go West. young man. And East.
North and South.
Road teams had extraordinary
success Sunday in the NFL. winning nine of 12 games. including
all seven of the early kickoffs.

Nobody can protect your

AUTO

J
.
f1

any better than
we can!

Auto
?os or ance

State

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today'

Haverstock
and

Suiter

S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

211

753-3415

Green Bay. Denver, Jacksonville,
Minnesota and New Orleans - —
yes. New Orleans — remained unbeaten with away wins.
Brett Favre threw for five touchdowns after two interceptions
helped Carolina take a lead. The
Packers won 37-30 for their first 4-

0 start since 1966, the year they
won the inaugural Super Bowl.

0-7 streak without Elway, out with
a hamstring injury.

Super Bowl champion Denver
won for the first time in nine years
without John Elway at quarterback.
With a 38-16 rout of winless Washington, the Broncos (4-0) broke an

Other victorious road warriors
Sunday were Arizona, 20-17 at St.
Louis; Kansas City, 24-21 at Philadelphia; Oakland, 13-12 at Dallas;
and the New York Giants, 34-16 at

San Diego.
Three home teams`clid manage
victories: San Francisco 31-20 over
Atlanta, Pittsburgh 13-10 against
Seattle, and Baltimore 31-24 vs.
Cincinnati.
On Monday night, Tampa Bay is
at Detroit.

Lady Lakers win; boy'teams fall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Brooke Lcncki and Lacey Latimer supplied all four goals as the
Calloway Lady. Lakers beat Fort
Campbell 4-1 Saturday at the
CCHS field.
The w in was the seventh straight
for Calloway (8-3).
Latimer assisted Lencki's first
goal before scoring on a penalty
kick. In the second hall. Lencki
scored unassisted before Latimer
converted a Becky Underhill assist.
Calloway hosts Marshall County

Tuesday in a girls/boys district
doubleheader. The girls' game
starts at 5:30'with the boys starting
at approximately 730 at the CCHS
field.
Owensboro Apollo 2, Murray 1
OWENSBORO -- After a scoreless first half. Owensboro Apollo
took a 2-0 lead before Murray
scored a late goal Saturday in a 2-1
loss. '
Micah Cathey supplied the only
goal for the Tigers (8-5), which lost
despite outshooting Apollo 12-7.
"I was very disappointed in our

lack of effort; this was a game we
should have won," Murray coach
James Weatherly said. "We had a
few individuals who played hard,
but it takes a team."
Murray hosts Graves County
Tuesday night for a district match.
The JV game begins at 5:30 with
the varsity starting at around 7.
Fort Campbell 2, Calloway 1
FORT CAMPBELL -- Luck
wasn't on Calloway's side Saturday
as the Lakers had several shots hit
the crossbar or goalpost in missing

a chance to hand Fort Campbell its
first loss.
The Lakers (6-5) trailed 1-0 at
halftime. Matt Yezerski accounted
for Calloway's only goal, with an
assist from Joey O'Donnell.
"I wasn't displeased with our effort," Laker coach Mark Kennedy
said. "We were right there, we just
need to get over the hump and finish our shots better."
Calloway had 14 shots on goal
to Fort Campbell's eight. Clint
Myatt had six saves in goal for the
Lakers.
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Sports

All Games
w

E
E Kentucky
Murray St
SE Missouri 1
I
Mid Tenn
Tenn St
0
Tenn Tech
0

BRIEFS
Lady Racer golf team one stroke off lead

Tenn -Martin 0

The Murray State women's golf team is one shot behind leader Arkansas
State after the first round of the two-round Lady Racer Classic, held Sept 27-28
at the Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf Course in Murray.
Arkansas State -- with a first-round 18-hole score of 310 -- was blosterd by individual leader Amanda Beeler, a sophomore from Bartlett, Texas, with a firstround 38-36=74.
Murray State -- in second place in the 14-team tournament at 311 -- used top10 scores from junior Jessica Widman, who tied for third in the 76-golfer tournament with a first-round 40-36=76, and freshmen Kristen Margherio. who tied for
fifth with a score of 39-38=77.
Other golfers for Murray State included freshman Megan Rees, tied for 11th
with a first-round 40-38=78; junior Jenny Daag, tied for 17th with a 38-42=80,
and junior Tncia Brooks, tied for 33rd with a 42-40=84.

EKU tops MTSU
28-24; SEMO,
win
E. Illinois
•
MURFREESBORO. Tenn (AP) —
Rondel Menendez rushed for 140 yards
and caught two touchdown passes Saturday as Eastern Kentucky defeated Middle Tennessee State 28-24 in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Jon Denton completed 9 of 16 passes
for 166 yards and two touchdowns for
Eastern Kentucky (3-1, 1-0 conference).
Eastern Kentucky's Corey Crume
rushed for 126 yards and scored two
touchdowns.
led
Middle Tennessee tl-3.
Eastern Kentucky through three quarters
but lost three fumbles. The most critical
fumble came with 1:53 left in the game
and Middle Tennessee on Eastern's 12yard line. Eastern Kentucky recovered
and ran out the clock.
Middle Tennessee quarterback Wes
Counts completed 19 of 30 passes for
190 yards and three touchdowns.
Middle Tennessee scored two points
on a safety when it blocked a punt in the
end zone but the ball went out of the end
zone with 8:31 left in the second quarter.
Eastern Kentucky blocked a punt
with 9:30 left in the third quarter, setting
up at Middle Tennessee's I -yard line.
Crume scored on the third play, giving
Eastern a 21-16 lead.
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MARC LESTER/The Daily Herald Provo, Utah
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E. Illinois 13
Tennessee Tech 6
CHARLESTON, Ill. (AP) — Justin
Lynch scored the game's only touchdown and Chad Lamer kicked two field
goals Saturday in leading Eastern Illinois
to a 13-6 win over Tennessee Tech.
The Golden Eagles(I-2) never led in
the Ohio Valley Conference opener for
both schools.
The Panthers (3-1), ranked 25th in
the latest I-AA poll. went up 7-0 on Lynch's I-yard run in the first quarter. Tech
got a 42-yard field goal from David
Collett to trail 7-3 at halftime.
Lamer connected on two boots, both
27 yards, 6 minutes apart on consecutive
series in the third period. Collett closed
out the scoring with a 3I-yard field goal
with 13:08 remaining.
Tech threatened late, moving the ball
to the Panthers' 43 with 1:03 left but
quarterback Anthony Racioppi stumbled
on fourth down. Eastern Illinois took
over and ran out the clock.
Total offense yards were close, with
Eastern getting 275 to 234 for the Eagles
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11111McGwire...
The slugger who hit a grand slam
on opening day ended his season
with a smash — two of them, that
is.
McGwire connected twice in the
St. Louis Cardinals' game against
Montreal, a startling finish to a race
in which he and Sosa spent the year
chasing Roger Mans' 37-year-old
record of 61.
"I've never even thought about
it. dreamed about it," he said. "It's
absolutely amazing! It blows me
away!"
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Murray St.
Brigham Young

0
7

0
7

6
15

3—
14 -

9
43

First Quarter
BYU—Jenkins 11 run (Pochman kick). 149
Second Quarter
BYU—Jenkins 7 run(Pochman kick). 12 38.
Third Quarter
BYU—Feterik 1 run (Atuaia pass from
Pochman), 922
BYIJ—Hooks 80 pass from Feterik (Pochman
kick), 550.
MSU—Tillman 44 pass from Fuente (kick
failed), 1.37
Fourth Quarter
BTU—Mahe 29 pass from Miller (Pochman
kick), 11:37
MSU—FG Miller 37. 6.37
BYU—Mahe 2 run (Pochman kick), 247
A-59.303

MSU
First downs
13
Rushes-yards 31-35
Passing
190
Comp-Alt-Int 13-38-2
Return Yards 0
Punts-Avg. 12-38.9
Fumbles-Lost 1-0
Penalties-Yards13-102
Time of Possession
30:35

BYU
17
33-59
313
20-32-2
107
6-43.2
4-1
7-52
29:25

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING— Murray St. Smith 9-32. Manning
4-17, Bivins 14-2, Childs 1-0, Fuente 2-(minus
4), Loyd 1-(minus 12). BYU, Jenkins 11-45.
Mahe 7-32. Cupp 1-22. Sitake 2-3, Doman 1-0,
Atuaia 1-(menus 2), Miller 4-(minus 18), Feterik 6(minus 23)
PASSING— 4Aurray
Fuente 948-2-146,
Loyd 4-12-0-44.
12-19-1-172, Foliar*
8-13-1-141
RECEIVING—Murray St Moore 3-55, Branch
2-25, Valenti 2-24, Warbeld 2-13, Tillman 1-44,
Stevens 1-25, Perez 1-10, Warren 1-(minus 6)
BYU, Hooks 5-179, Sitake 3-34. Atuaia 3-5,
Mahe 2-32, Jenkins 2-2, Nuno 1-21, Westbrook
1-14. Roderick 1-13, Doman 1-7, Otahengaue 16.

svu, mow

Fuente hooked up with Terrence
Tillman on a 44-yard touchdown
pass in the third quarter. Greg
Miller added a 37-yard field goal in
the fourth period to complete the
Racers' scoring.
After opening the season against
three nationally ranked teams. the
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Your Farm
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Life - And
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TUESDAY

TUESDAY-NOON
Racer Club

GOLF
Boys' regional
Lake Barkley
SOCCER
*Calloway vs. Marshall (DH)
CCHS field -- 5:30/7:30
*Tigers vs. Graves
Ty Holland Stadium - 7

THURSDAY - 6:30 PM
Weekly Radio Show
Paglial's Restaurant

13
19
25
2.

GB
9
15

eipA
•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion

THURSDAY
SOCCER
•Lady Tigers vs. Tilghman
Ty Holland Stadium - 7
*Lady Lakers vs. Caldwell
CCHS field -- 7
•Lakers at Hopkinsville
Hopkinsville -- 7

Inbome. hotel or office by appointment.
Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

"World Record
Holder"• Adult
Magazine & Film Star

Oct. 7th

Bring the.faini4
and he port inc
Deuces-% Racer
Radio ‘encorii
comments aired
lice on II '1/18
13411. 1/

10 VALUE

Saturday 3 pm
Homecoming

:Get Your

The biggest problem every farmer faces is
the inability to predict the future.
Since you never know when or
where a disaster will strike, you
need to insure your farm with someone
you can trust. I'll provide you with the perfect Grange
coverage to protect your farm from the threat of the
unknown, and you can count on my experience and
commitment to personal service to keep you safe
well into the unforeseeable future. So call me today
INBURANCE
lour partner in prolection
for more information about Grange Farm Insurance.

MIME

INSURANCE CENTER

OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

thru

10th

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

RACERS vs.
UT-Martin
RACERS

GB

World's Class
Alen's Club

DINNER TIME

FOR TICKET INFO
Good Seats
Available

19
31
4,
52

:alarm

Open to the public..,lunch
with Racer fans and recap
MSU's effort vs BYU

762-4895

GB

x-clinched division title
Sunday's Games
Florida 6, Philadelphia 5 'st ;a- Philadelphia 7, Florida 3 2-0 ga Atlanta 7. N Y Mets 2
Cincinnati 4, Pittsburgh 1
St Louis 6 Montreal 3
ngs
Houston 4 Chicago Cubs 3 11
Colorado 9, San Franosco 5
Los Angeles 2. kifiYeaukee 1
San Diego 3 Arizona 2
Mondays Game
San Francisco lGardner. 13-5 al C.n.cagc
;Trachsel 14-8'1, 707 orr
End Regular Season

LUNCH TIME

David R King

0—'61

GB

x-won division title
y-won wild card
Sunday's Games
Toronto 2, Detroit 1
Boston 6, Baltimore 4
N V Yankees 8, Tampa Bay 3
Chicago White Sox 7, Kansas City 6
Minnesota 6, Cleveland 2
Anaheim 4, Oakland 2
Texas 12, Seattle 6

GOLF
Girls' regional
Princeton

FREE

Full Spinal Examination!

VS.

iy is

American League
Final Glance
East Division
L
Pct,
a-New York
114
48
704
y-Boston
92
70
568
Toronto
88
74
543
Baltimore
79
83
488
Tampa Bay
63
99
369
Central Division
L
Pct,
s-Cleveland
89
73
549
Chicago
80
82
494
Kansas City
89
447
72
Minnesota
70
92
432
Detroit
401
65
97
West Division
L
Pct.
s-Texas
88
74
543
Anaheim
85
77
525
472
Seattle
85
76
74
88
457
Oakland

SCHEDULE

MS MEL.
Sirloin Stockade
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BYU 43, MURRAY STATE 9

completing all three of his passes
before Jenkins scored on a 7-yard
run.
"It felt great," Miller said of his
first extended playing time of the
season. "I was able to develop a
rhythm for the game and make
some good throws."
Feterik seemed to respond to
Miller's challenge in the third quarter by driving the Cougars to a pair
of touchdowns in less than four
minutes. With 5:50 left in the third,
receiver Margin Hooks caught a
short slant pass from Feterik and
ran 80 yards for a touchdowns.
Jenkins rushed for two first-half
touchdowns and Hooks caught five
passes for a career-high 179 yards
for the Cougars. All told, eight
players ran the ball for BYU and 10
receivers caught passes.
"It was a good win because we
got to do a lot of things on offense
that we've needed to work on," Edwards said.
The Racers, who have the nation's fifth-best I-AA offense, were
largely helpless against Brigham
Young's bulky front line. The Cougars allowed Murray State just 35
rushing yards on 31 attempts.
"We had a couple of things going there, and I wish we could have
made it more of a game." Johnson
said. "We are just honored and
proud to have come here and
played against a team like the Cougars."
Fuente, a transfer from Oklahoma who threw for 933 yards and
eight touchdowns in Murray State's
first three games, was just 9-for-26
for 146 yards and a touchdown.

Cougars ended their pre-Western
Athletic Conference schedule with
just their second game ever against
a I-AA school.
Murray State, meanwhile, returns to Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday for homecoming. The Racers
also jump back into Ohio Valley
Conference play as they host Tennessee-Martin for a 3 p.m. kickoff.

753-8355

National League
East Division
L
Pct.
x-Atlanta
106
56
654
74
New York
543
88
75
87
Philadelphia
463
Montreal
97
401
65
54
Florida
108
333
Central Division
L
Pct.
x-Houston
'02
60
630
Chicago
89
73
549
83
79
512
St Louis
Cincinnati
77
85
475
88
457
74
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
69
93
426
West Division
W
L
Pct.
x-San Diego
98
64
605
73
'49
San Francisco 89
Los Angeles
83
79
77
Colorado
85
97
65
Arizona

MAJOR LEAGUES
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the second half.
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BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.(API --Corey Williams rushed for 131 yards
and four touchdowns Saturday as Southeast Missouri State rolled past Tennessee-Martin 41-14 in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Southeast Missouri evened its overall
record to 2-2 and its OVC mark to 1-1.
Tennessee-Martin fell to 0-3 overall and
0-1 in the conference.
Williams scored on runs of one,
three, four and six yards before suffering
a dislocated left elbow in the fourth
quarter. He was taken to a hospital for
X-rays.
The Indians piled up 345 yards rushing and 495 total yards. Broderick Benson added 95 yards on the ground and
scored Southeast Missouri's other touchdown on a one-yard pass from Mike
Gross.
Nick Reggio kicked field goals of 45
and 23 yards for the Indians.
The Skyhawks got one-yard touchdown runs from quarterback Brock Bailey and Tim Beattie.
Southeast Missouri led only 20-14 at
halftime, but scored 21 points while
holding Tennessee-Martin scoreless in

vere
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The Insurance Center
of Murray

Murray State quarterback Justin Fuente (2)feels pressure from Brigham Young defender Justin
Ena during Saturday's action in Provo, Utah.

SE Missouri 41,
Tenn.-Martin 14
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(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

I YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

I
1
I
I

1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain, 5
6
Headaches
Shoulder Pam 7
8
Arthritis

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
lncfigeation

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.
14
15
16

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW

whether careful, professional cher:optic-1c care car relieve your aches
end pars This ezarnination normally costa $3000 or more 11 will includes chiropractic
°Moder:tic lest, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure lest, a spinal alignment checIL
an eiterninebon for restricted or exams maw r the spne, a muscle slrengthness test, and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EXAMPiATIOPi OR TREATMENT WHICH IS
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WNW 72 HOURS OF RESPONONG TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXANNATIDN OR TREATMENT

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER Call for your appointment TODAY!

1 HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • Murray, KY 42071

FREE

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care
and treatment,
we do all the paperwork

759-1116
CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU

Best Copy Aval
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
%th
$(6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ado Must Rau Waist's 6 Day Period.)

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thrii Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Reader Ads

3Os per word,$600 mirurnum la day ast pa word pa day for each addiuonal consecuuve de!,
12-00e:tom for Shopper(Tue., Classifieds go into Shopping Guide 112(5)eatra for blind hoe ads

Just Say 'Charge It"

Ad Deadlines
Publish Day

Deadline
Day & Time
r. 11
Fri. 3
Mon.3
Tues. 3
_ Wed. 3
Thurs.

Monday
Tuesday _
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

VISA

1-800
010

010

Legal
Notice
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Nadas
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010

010

Notice

AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1999 UPON ALL
MOTOR VEHICLES AND WATERCRAFT IN THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY: PROVIDING THAT THE MONEY
RECEIVED FROM THESE TAXES,SHALL BE PAID INTO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE USED FOR
THE OPERATION OF THE GENERAL FUND EXCEPT FOR THE
$0.0145 LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDING OF ACTIVE PENSIONERS, MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND
AND EXCEPT FOR THE $0.0272 LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE CERS
UNFUNDED LIABILITY.
WHEREAS, KRS 132.487 REQUIRES THAT ALL TAXING DISTRICTS THAT PROPOSED TO LEVY A TAX ON MOTOR VEHICLES AND WATERCRAFT SET THEIR TAX RATES FOR EACH
YEAR BY OCTOBER 1 PRECEDING THE YEAR TO BE TAXED.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL,COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,AS FOLLOWS,TOWIT:
SECTION 1: EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1999 A TAX RATE OF
$0.3383 SHALL BE LEVIED ON EACH $100 OF VEHICLE AND
WATERCRAFT ASSESSMENT IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY, FOR OPERATION OF THE CITY OF MURRAY
GENERAL FUND.
SECTION 2: Effective January 1, 1999 a tax rate of $0.0145 shall be
levied on each $100 of vehicle and watercraft assessment in the City
of Murray, Kentucky, for funding of active pensioners, City of Murray
Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.
SECTION 3: Effective January 1, 1999 a tax rate of $0.0272 shall be
levied on each $100 of motor vehicle and watercraft assessment in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, for underwriting the debt of the CERS
Unfunded Liability.

AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY
OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY,FOR THE YEAR 1998 UPON ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY AS SHOWN BY THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1998; SAID COUNTY
ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY
PURSUANT TO KRS 132.285; SAID SPECIAL TAX LEVY BEING
AUTHORIZED BY KRS 78.530 (3) C AND PAID INTO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY TO UNDERWRITE
THE UNFUNDED LIABILITY OF TRANSFERRING POLICE AND
FIRE PERSONNEL TO CERS HAZARDOUS DUTY RETIREMENT.
WHEREAS, THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL ADOPTED
ORDINANCE NO. 88-894 ON JULY 28, 1988 AUTHORIZING, PURSUANT TO KRS 78.510 THROUGH 78.852, THAT POLICE AND
FIRE PERSONNEL BE TRANSFERRED TO CERS HAZARDOUS
DUTY RETIREMENT; AND
WHEREAS, PURSUANT TO KRS 78.530 (3) C, THE CITY OF
MURRAY IS AUTHORIZED TO LEVY A SPECIAL AD VALOREM
TAX TO UNDERWRITE THE UNFUNDED, LIABILITY OF THIS
TRANSFER;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
SECTION 1: An ad valorem tax rate of $0.0272 is hereby levied on
each $100 valuation of all real estate property, tangibles, vehicles, and
watercraft including franchises, in the city of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation to underwrite the CERS unfunded liability of transferring police and fire personnel to CERS Hazardous Duty
Retirement.
SECTION 2: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its adoption and publication as required by law.

SECTION 4: Upon adoption of this ordinance, the City Clerk is hereby authorized to certify to the Department of Property Taxation,
Revenue Cabinet, Frankfort, Kentucky, the total tax rate of $0.3800 to
be levied on January 1, 1999, Motor Vehicle and Watercraft
Valuations.

SECTION 3: A 10% penalty shall be imposed on all unpaid property
tax bills as of November 1, 1998 which shall be in addition to the actual amount of ad valorem tax.

WILLIAM N. CHERRY, MAYOR

SECTION 4: An interest rate of 6% per annum shall be imposed on
all unpaid property tax bills as of January 1, 1999 with unpaid property tax bills continuing to bear this interest rate until date of payment.

ATTEST:
SARAH DUNCAN,CITY CLERK

WILLIAM N. CHERRY, MAYOR

Introduced to the Murray City Council on September 10, 1998.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on September 24, 1998.

ATTEST:
SARAH DUNCAN,CITY CLERK
Introduced to the Murray City Council on September 10, 1998.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on September 24, 1998.

ORDINANCE 98-1160
AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY
OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY,FOR THE YEAR 1998 UPON ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY AS SHOWN BY THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1998; SAID COUNTY
ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO KRS 132.284: PROVIDING THAT THE MONEY
RECEIVED FROM THESE TAXES SHALL BE PAID INTO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE USED FOR
GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES EXCEPT FOR
THE $0.0145 LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDING OF ACTIVE
PENSIONERS, CITY OF MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND: SETTING A DATE ON WHICH AD VALOREM TAXES
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT; PROVIDING FOR PENALTY AND
INTEREST FOR DELINQUENT PAYMENT AND PROVIDING FOR
PUBLICATION CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENT OF A DELINQUENT TAX LIST.
WHEREAS,PURSUANT TO HOUSE BILL 44,A PUBLIC HEARING
WAS HELD BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL ON SEPTEMBER
10, 1998, AT 7:30 P.M., WITH RESPECT TO THE ADOPTION OF AN
AD VALOREM TAX RATE ON REAL PROPERTY AND PRIOR
THERETO WAS ADVERTISED ACCORDING TO LAW:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
SECTION 1: An ad valorem tax rate of $0.3011 is hereby levied on
each $100 valuation of real estate property, including franchise real
property, in the City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation for operation of the City of Murray General Fund.
SECTION 2: An ad valorem tax rate of $0.3049 is hereby levied on
each $100 valuation of tangible personal property, including franchise
tangible personal property, in the City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to
taxation for operation of the City of Murray General Fund.
SECTION 3: An ad valorem tax rate of $0.0145 is hereby levied on
each $100 valuation of real estate and tangible personal property,
including franchises real estate and personal property taxes, in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation for funding of active
pensioners, City of Murray Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.
SECTION 4: A 10% penalty shall be imposed on all unpaid property
tax bills as of November 1, 1998 which shall be in addition to the actual amount of ad valorem tax.
SECTION 5: An interest rate of 61% per annum shall be imposed on
all unpaid property tax bills as of January 1, 1999 with unpaid property tax bills continuing to bear this interest rate until date of payment.
SECTION 6: The City Clerk/Tax Collector may publish according to
law, on or about April 1, 1999, a list of delinquent property tax statements, and in addition to penalties and interest hereto imposed, a
$3.00 publication charge, per publication, shall be added to each published property tax statement.
SECTION 7: This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its adoption and publication as required by law.
William N. Cherry, Mayor'

020

ORDINANCE NUMBER 98-1156
An ordinance pursuant to KRS 81A.412
annexing an 8.5 acre tract of land located on
Utterback Road and owned by Dwayne Hale.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on
September 24, 1998.
s/s Wm. N. Cherry
William N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey,
City Attorney

An ordinance further amending zoning
Ordinance Number 794 of the City of
Murray, Kentucky, so as to zone as R-4
(multi-family residential) a certain tract of
land owned by Dwayne Hale and located on
Utterback Road.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on
September 10, 1998.

Introduced to the Murray City Council on September 10, 1998.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on September 24, 1998.

No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service'

HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243.

CREDIT Problems? Then
we can help you. Debt &
personal loans available to
suit your needs. Please
call 1-800-837-6099.

s/s Wm. N. Cherry
William N. Cherry, Mayor
FOUND: Adorable spayed
gray & black striped female cat w/blue green
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, eyes, in 121 South area in
July. Must identify. 759City Attorney
1664.
LOST: All black spayed female Lab, no collar, small
020
healing wound left center
:
back. Answers to Keeley.
Lost downtown Murray.
759-4730.
MACHINE Quilting. ReguALTERATIONS
LOST:
Black & grayish
Murray Sewing Center lar size, $31.50. Murray
brown Tabby striped male
753-5323,
Center.
Sewing
502-753-5323
cat (neutered). Last seen
T&M PAWN &
9/16/98 in area 11/2 miles
ALTERATIONS
VARIETY SHOP
Ruth's See & Sew
west of town on Hwy 94. If
Opening Sat. Oct. 10th. found please call
753-6981
Located across from the 753-2177. Reward!.
BIBLE message 759-5177 Hardin Post Office
MISSING: Siamese cat
Reward. Call 753-0789

Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to .

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on b41 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Attest:
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

CANCER
INSURANCE

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.

ORDINANCE NUMBER 98-1159

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fa, Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

hay Waited

NURSES AIDE 4

ORDINANCE #98-1161

ORDINANCE *98-1162

060

$DA1LY CASH$
$75-$125/day.
PT-FT. Training. Benefits.
1-800-373-8188. www.dailycash.com.
A FUN way to earn Christmas money. Christmas
Around the World Party
Plan. Sample kit. Hiring
and booking parties.
(502)492-8762_

Work all shifts as
needed. Must be
flexible.
Position
could work into fulltime. Prefer experience. But would
train. Mature individual who enjoys working with the elderly.
Pleasant
atmosphere, good working
conditions.
Apply in person:
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Drive
Murray
EOE
ATTENDANTS needed for
massage, body shampoos,
& hot lotion application fulltime & part-time. Earn
$500+ per week. No experience necessary. Will
train. Apply at: Murray
Men's Club Salon & Spa,
304 Maple St, Murray.
759-9555.
AVON
Earn extra money for
Christmas now!
1-888-669-6820.
Ind/S1s/Rep.
AVON Sells Everywhere!
Earn $8-$18/hr. No door to
door req'd.(18yrs+) 1-800230-4030 Incl/sIs/rep.
COLDWELL
Banker
Woods and Associates is
expanding. Agents needed, training available. 7531651.
COMPUTER Users Needed. Work own hrs. $20k$75k/yr. 1-800-348-7186
x486.
COMPUTER Users Needed.'Work own hrs. $20k$75k/yr. 1-800-348-7186
x486.

DOLIJES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers.
Earn $1,000 plus per
week. Managers, waitresses & door persons
also needed. Work for the
Call
best
around.
(901)247-3965.
HAIRDRESSERS Assistant, full & part time position assisting & reception
work. Hourly wage. KY License a must. Call 7536263 for interview.
ON site caretaker for 8 unit
complex. Yard up keep &
maintenance. Perfect for
retiree. Send letter of application to: PO Box 1040F, Murray, KY 42071.
PATTI'S Restaurant in
Grand Rivers is now hiring
full & part time servers &
hostesses. Apply in person, M-F, between 2pm &
4pm. Call 502-362-8844.
SALES CLERK
Charlie's Antique Mall in
Hazel is currently seeking
a Sales Clerk. Position is
mainly for weekdays with
flexibility to work some
weekends. A total of 25-'oo
hours per week can be expected. Hours will be between 10:00 and 5:00
whole or part depending
on our current needs for
the week. Successful applicant must be honest.
dependable, friendly, energetic, organized and have
a willingness to learn.
Must have some typing
skills and not be afraid of a
computer
keyboard.
Knowledge of antiques is a
plus but not essential.
Must be willing to do all
aspects of the job including dipping ice cream in
our Soda Fountain, cleaning, and some lifting.
Please send resume to
Charlie's Antique Mall,
P.O. Box 196, Hazel, KY
42049. EOE. No phone
calls please.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime grill cook,
meat cutter & hot bar attendant. Please apply in
person at 926 S 12th St,
Bel-Air Shopping Center,
Murray.

SALES P
P.B.&S. C
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Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

753-1916 For

Details

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK,OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"

I

Do you want a career? Do you want to earn $50K+ per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements. The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, sell-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated.I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me. If you
have these qualifications, I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer.

Murray Memorial Gardens

SOMEON
erly pati
home. Hc
6pm, Mor
also if
consider
ment. Cal
6pm.

Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502)753-0580
CM for directions If needed. No resume please.
I like people, not paper. LO.E

We are seeking a "people person" who
would enjoy working 8-16 hours per week
to coordinate and implement membership sales and retention activities in the
Western Kentucky area for a statewide
trade association. Compensation for this
position is $10.00-15.00 per hour based
on experience plus attainable bonuses.
The ideal candidate would be semi
retired, looking for supplemental income
and challenge. Must be willing to travel
and provide personal reliable transportation on a mileage reimbursement schedule. Sales or volunteer coordination
experience is desirable. To apply for this
position, please fax current resume and
letter of interest to 502-451-5551.

WANTED
school
Someone
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V
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23yrs old
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HELP WANTED
A top manufacturer of AC electric motors
has an outstanding opportunity for assembly
workers seeking immediate temporary employment. Work 30 hours,get paid for 35,and
only have to work three days a week.This is a
special Friday. Saturday and Sunday work
schedule through the end of October. Employees will receive a $5.25 per hour starting
wage and an opportunity to become full-time
at the end of this assignment.
If this sounds like the opportunity you have
been waiting for, apply in person at:

Jakel, Incorporated
700 N. Fourth Street
Murray, KY 42071
—,
1/•111.

Calloway County Schools
Position Available
The Calloway County Board of Education
nas a position available for a custodian at
Southwest Elementary. This position will be
for 20 hours/week during the afternoon/
evening hours. Excellent wages and fringe
benefits including health insurance, life
insurance, and county retirement will be
provided. Applications are available at the
Calloway County Board of Education, 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071 and
must be submitted by Friday, October 2,
1998. Any further information may be
obtained by calling Southwest Elementary
at 762-7345. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an E,,Jal Education And
Employer Institution.
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Seeking Residents
Who Desire Quiet
Rural Home
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"Where4 Personalized
Care is the Standard"
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•24 Hour Nursing
•Special Diets
•Medicaid/Medicare
Approved

PURYEAR
NURSING HOME
223 W. Chestnut,
Puryear, TN
901-247-3205

753
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'

Copy Available
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Help Warded

AREA TITLE
RESEARCHER

TIMM

Must have dependable transportation
& good hand writing. Will train. No
cost or obligation.
in
Openings
Co.
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Tennessee.

,1-800-701-2273
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Dancers & waitthe Foxy Lady
Please call 901Make at least

WANTED
resses at
Pans, TN
642-6177
$500/wk

Call
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140
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Neip Wanted

SALES PROFESSIONAL
P.B.&S. Chemical Company, Inc , a BRENNTAG
company. is seeking an
experienced Sales Professional for a Paducah market. Responsibilities include developing new
business, servicing existing accounts, and troubleshooting customer problems_ Prefer technical
background/ degree with
3-5 years chemical sales
experience. Strong interpersonal skills required.
Outstanding benefit package including vehicle,
Send confidential resume
and salary requirements
to: Human Resources Department, P.B.&S. Chemical Company, Inc., PO
Box 20, Henderson, KY
42420. EOE M/FN/D.
SOMEONE to care for elderly patient in private
home. Hours apprx. 6am6pm, Mon- Fri, weekends
also if possible. Would
consider live-in arrangement. Call 435-4181 after
6pm.
WANTED for the new
school year schedule:
Someone to babysit my 2
children, in my home. Ideal
for part-time work or a senior in high school. For interview call from 4pm-6pm
Tue-Sun. 753-3474.
WANTED:
OTR Drivers. Must be
23yrs old with clean MVR.
Mostly north & south runs.
Home on weekends. Conventional trucks with air
ride. 502-382-2619.

AFFORDABLE child care
Lynngrove area
435-4189

name & phone #
IN home license daycare,
close to town, now has
openings, with daily activities. 767-0791
100

Business
Opponenter
ARBONNE Internationa
Pure Swiss Skin Care &
Nutritional needing consultants in this area. Mercedes program.
1-800-475-6051
WORK From Home. Markets in herbal, botanical,
Swiss skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products.
Mercedes car bonus. Unlimited income. Call Pam
Perry, 502-522-8758.

MURRAY
MEN'S SPA
&SALON
304 Maple St.
2 story downtown
business on the
square.
Serious
inquiries only. Great
potential.
income
*Business & property
for sale.

767-9333
•

Crossed Wires?
No Problem!

mnd
sa

'Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training
& Installation
ei (502)759-8662 •(502)853-3967

Te

1709 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071
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CASH for G.I. Joss Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633

AFTER more than 80yrs I
am moving to Georgia. I
must sell my Victorian
style living room sofa & 3
chairs $900, my microwave $75, my maple
breakfast table & 4 chairs
$350, my twin beds $75 &
my 1984 Olds 98 $1,875.
Call 753-5955. ask for my
son Hal.
BROTHER Word Processor with display screen &
disk drive with extra disks
& ribbons, $100. Leather
jacket/ western style with
fringe, $45. 767-0533
leave message.
CABLE TV
Descramblers.
Lowest Prices! Shipped
COD. Toll free
888-572-6310
DEVILB1SS MC44D oxygen concentrator. Cost
$3,000, asking $1,000.
Nearly new. 759-1154.

/ ALPINE
•biockrorcirosgab.

clarion•
4ICS

NI0

ILJ 1130

4120

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

"STOP"
4 Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

cilha

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

1994 Atlantic
16 x 80
mobile home,
3 bedroom,
2 full bath.

Call

759-9215

CHANDELIER
1994
28X44, 3br, 2 bath, fireplace, $27.900. 753-7975.
1995 16X80 SOUTHERN
Lifestyles trailer, 3br, 2 full
baths, shingles & siding,
all accessories included.
Call 753-4053.
FLEETWOOD,
1998
16x80, option to buy or
$550 rent. Must see!
759-3176.
BUY from our huge inventory or custom order your
new home. One of the
south's oldest & largest
dealership. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc, 2427 E. Wood
St, Pans, TN.
1-800-642-4891.
MOBILE home for sale.
474-2708.

KY 31 Fesque seed,
75e/lb. 502-345-2545 or
502-382-2207.

MUST SELL! Older model
12X65 2br, 1 bath, has
Asking
room.
utility
$2,500. 759-5426.

LEER topper, red, fits
Dodge Dakota extended
cab, 64X80. Good condition. $350 obo. Call 4748340 after 6pm. Please
leave message.

CANCELLED
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
404
WASHER & dryer set
$19.95/wk. Call 753-4663

280
il Haloes For Rent
2BR mobile home, 641
North. $225/mo, deposit.
753-5165
2BR, $250/mo 753-6012
2BR, 2 bath. Rent to own
in Grogan's Trailer park.
Central h/a. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
7 MILES East of Murray.
Linzy Beane, 436-2582
SMALL doublewide
753-6012
VERY nice 2 & 3br trailers.
1,2 mile from campus. References required. No pets.
753-9866.

2PC living room group,
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
42" BIG Screen Hitachi
TV, like new. 753-2753 after 6pm.
5PC dinette & hutch, $175
8pc queen bedroom set.
$200 obo. Full mattress
set, $20. 753-6709.
BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk Call 753-4663
SELL, Buy, Consign preowned, good used furniture & accessories.
753-2733.
SET of brand new bunk
beas, $300 489-2776
VERY nice dining room
suite & china cabinet, 5pc
bedroom suite, antique
settee w/2 chairs. Antique
Baldwin piano, solid wood
captains bed, bunk beds &
chest to match. Call 4892715.

Equipment
NEW Holland 3930 tractor
8mo old with attachmrints
$21,000 obo. Must se,I.
436-5744.
VERY good Massey Ferguson tractor 175 diesel
w/bushhog, grader box
blade, factory front end
loader, good tires, p/s
$7,000 firm. Case 530
Backhoe, good condition,
good tires, diesel, $7500.
753-2905.

SEASONED firewood De
livered 474-9712

WHAM
WURLITZER console piano & Vito clarinet Cal
753-2900, 489-2870 afte
5pm

Hoses For Bail

MOBILE home lot nea
MSU 753-9866

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451.
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-4509, 753-6612
SMALL business or office
space. Paid utilities.
753-6106

BUILDING
FOR RENT
at 214 N. 15th St.
On Campus-MSU
Call anytime at
753-6111
320
For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
own Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109.
1, 2 & 3BR units available
immediately. Apply at MurCal
Apartments, 902
Northwood
Dr.
Equal
Housing Opportunity. 7594984. TDD# 1-800-2472510.
112 BLOCKS from campus, 1 or 2br apt with
study room both have
elect heat, window air, records of electric bills, 1
has new stackable w/d,
some pets OK Available
Oct 1st $300/mo, $300
deposit Call 753-4249

1BR apt, neatly furnished
or unfurnished, includes
14X60, 2Br, gas h/a
&
stove
refrigerator
Coleman RE 753-9898
$295/mo plus deposit
1981 RIVIERA 14X70 2br,
753-3283
2 bath $4,900 753-7975
1BR Diuguid Dr Call Cole1985 14X70 3br, 112 bath, man Realty 753-9898
near MSU On rented lot
1BR $225/mo Coleman
753-9866
RE 759-4118

Pits I Supplies

3BR, 1 bath central nea
&
air, wod
hook-up
$375/mo plus deposit
435-4485

I BR, 1 bath apartment
Heights
University
$325/mo Call Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444

2BR duplex on 1304-A
Valleywood Dr $375/mo
759-4406
2BR duplex, central h/a
dishwasher, microwave
w/d hook-up No pets
$420/mo Security deposit
492-8393
2BR upstairs apt, water &
garbage paid $250/mo
plus deposit Call 753FLEETWOOD
1983
8355 between 8am-5pm
14X60, 2br, cream color
M-F
on rented lot, 4 miles north
1 bath duplex availa2BR,
of Murray. $7,500
ble $440/mo Call Mur-Cal
753-2791
Realty, 753-4444
1989 SUNSHINE 14X76
2BR,
1 bath w/carport,
2br, 2 bath (garden tub)
furMust be central h/a, appliances
extra clean
nished, $475/mo, 1yr
moved 435-4305
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7531993 CLAYTON Ardmore 2905 or 753-7536
mobile home Call
2BR, 202 S. 11th. 753492-8723
8101.
1993 FLEETWOOD Reflections, 16x80. 1 owner, 2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished
like new. Many upgrades. pliances
Coleman RE,
Must be moved. Call after $300/mo.
753-9898.
6pm 615-867-3648.

FOR SALE Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies.
Call 492-8566.

Justin Crosser

mng

/Milk

ANTIQUES & collectibles
I piece or all Call 7539433

Call the

Tech Support
Specialist

Houses For Rent

Wietto Buy

CLEANING houses is my
business , Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
ERRAND SERVICE
Not enough time to get it
all done? Let us run that
100LB LP gas cylinders.
errand for you Shopping,
$15/ea. 753-1376 after
pet service, home check
6pm.
Call 436-5372, Mon-Fri
HOUSE Cleaning- Honest 7X14 ENCLOSED trailer
with canopy Great for mo& reliable christian with
Call torcycles $1,200
reasonable rates
436-5829
753-5612 after 5pm, leave

nd
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3BR, 2 bath house, central
gas heat appliances outside storage Available Oct
1st $550/mo $550 deposit 436-5455
3BR, 2 bath. $400/mo
Call 753-8343
3BR, w/d hookup, appliances furnished central h/a
Near university No pets
Lease & deposit required
$400/mo
753-4181 or
489-2181
4 BEDROOMS, 3 bath,
1705 Miller Available now
Owner on premises Barn5pm

EXTRA nice 2br, stove, refrigerator, water & gas
heat included $425/mo
Deposit required.
753-1159.
HAZEL, 2br brick
492-8526.
RENT To Own' 3br. 2
bath, lovely home, spacious, hardwood, central
h/a, huge lot, lots of stor2BR, take over 1 yr lease, age, near MSU. $700/mo.
767-9208
Oct. is paid for! Partially
furnished. 753-2502.
SMALL house 753-6012
3BR apt, 703 S 4th St. VERY nice 1br, near UniStove & refrigerator furversity, w/stove & refrigernished. $300/mo, $300 deator. Will furnish if desired,
posit. 1yr lease. Call
$225/mo. 753-0919, 800436-2935.
589-7956.
3BR duplex at 305 Cambridge. All appliances with
w/d. 1 mo. rent & deposit
required. No pets.
753-3966.
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
RE. 759-4118

EASTSIDE
BP
STORAGE

i_.:
11:
7"
1
PieTTYPEr:traliirirr-i
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

Ikeellelt
REGISTERED Stallion for
sale 759-9215

NO MINIMUMS/ NO RESERVATIONS/
SAT. OCT. 10T11 AT 10:00 A_ M.
mr,& Mrs, Charles crosser!
2537 Old Newburg Road
MAllaiww-amv, Mom wsIt ILO CSC,'
Near The Elm Grove Community
From Murray Take Hwy 94NE 5
Mlles To Old Newburg Rd, Proceed
East 2.5 Miles...Signs Posted!!
11 ZCD

ATTENTION VETERANS
Home loans to purchase
or refinance. 100°. purchases, 90% refinances
up to $144,000. Phone
Clarence Phillips Mortgage
Company, 931-684-1029.

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous
and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
PrttPfulY
2BR house on 2 corner
ots in Lakeway Shores.
Great getaway. $29,900.
(502)436-5396
KENTUCKY LAKE
WATERFRONT
Reduced for the winter. 2
adjoining lots, good water,
dock permittable. 285 feet
waterfront. Call
(931)232-8629.

119 Main • 753-6266

NORTH WOOD
BUSINESS PARK
C-STORAGE
efficiency.
FURNISHED
1.25- 2.5 Acre lots for
10x15 storage units, 4th St
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
business & light industry.
& Sycamore E. Next to
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeCity limits. All utilities. 753Cunningham Auto Repair,
land Wesley Village, 1br
1362 ext. 129.
753-3571.
apartment, utilities includSEVERAL choice lots still
ed, rent based on income.
available
at
beautiful
62 & older, or handicap &
Green Plains Estates. Lodisabled. Equal Housing
cated on Hwy 641. Owner
Opportunity.
All Sizes Available financing is available. Call
502-354-8888.
489-2205 or 753-7463.
MURRAY
MANOR
SIDE-BY-SIDE 2 lots fi
APARTMENTS: Make it
sale in Keniana Subdiviyour home! Great 1 or 2br
CREEKVIEW
sion on lake. For informaapartments with great Self-storage warehouses
tion write: Ray Allison, Box
price, central hia, laundry on Center Drive behind
548, Olive Branch, MS
facilities. Office hours Shoney's.
S20-$40/mo. 38654.
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fn. 759-4081.
Equal
(502)753-8668,
Housing Opportunity.
Neon Beach

ALCRIES

In 8 Tracts & Combinations
Outstanding Country Homesitesil
Tracts Of 13 Acres - 14 Acres
17 Acres - 18 Acres
Beautiful Trees • Green Rolling Terrain
Country Farm Home w/ 1.4 Acres
Recent Restoration Including...
Roof • Plumbing • Electrical • Foundation
Insulation • Central System • Vinyl Siding
Drywall • Complete New Kitchen & Much More

One Of The Nicest To Be Found!
Outbuilding - Trees - Garden Area'
NEAT - CLEAN - READY TO MOVE IN!
SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT
CALL FOR YOUR PRIVATE VIEWING!!
15%DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!
ALSO TO HE AUCTIONED
AC D15 Tractor w/3Pt Hitch, Plow, Disc, Blade, Bushhog
2-Riding Lawn Mowers 'Chain Saw'Tiller . Barn Yard Misc.
Frigidaire Washer & Dryer.
Household Hems
Iron Bed 'Dishes 'Lamps. Couch 'Household Misc.'Swing'
And Morel......COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

JAMES R. CASH
sl

RC

i
AUCTIONEERIREAL ESTATE BROKER
t
FANCY FARM,KY- 502-623-8466 '
n

'"7-4(£ SELLING MACHINE"

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

Lots For Sale

641 Storage
753-5585

NATIONAL HOTEL
APARTMENTS
1 & 2 bedroom apartments, paid utilities: Section 8, rent based on income- for the elderly, disabled or handicapped. Call
PAHC at 753-8325 for
rental application or 7530762 8am to 3pm. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 1br apt, University
Heights, w/d, dishwasher,
stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
NEW 2br, 2 bath apt. Call
753-8007.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown.
No pets. 436-2755.
UPSTAIRS apt. 2 large
rooms plus kitchen & bath.
Near hospital & downtown.
Water. heat & satellite TV
furnished. $360/mo.
753-9211.
VERY nice 2br, 11.2 baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer & dryer, $500/mo, 1 yr lease 1
mo deposit. No pets.
753-2905, 753-7536.

Mini-Storage

118 ACRE farm for sale.
SW school district, road
frontage, small lake. Owner will finance. 489-2036.

All Size Units
Available

753-3853
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

CROP acreage for lease in
Harris Grove area. Corn
just cut. Ready for wheat.
Land owner to get clear
third of crop proceeds.
435-4602, 559-8510.

A tremendous range of choices in city limits
Financing available by Murray Estates
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 (Toll Free)
502-435-4487
E-mail: carolwoodOmsn.com

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
Tree Trimming
Tree Stump
Removal
Licensed
& Insured

Acreage

7 ACRES, owner financed.
after
489-2056,
Call
5:30pm.

304 Maple St.
2 story downtown
business on the
square.
Serious
inquiries only. Great
potential.
income
Business & property
for sale.

767-9333

BEAUTIFUL building site.
Rolling 3.66 acres w/pond.
well & septic. 5 Minutes
north of town. Call 7532905, 753-7536.
460
%NM For Ws
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances Coleman RE. 753-9898

NEED WELDING??
CALL

'Vernon Nance
Portable Welding
Service
For Custom Welding
New Work & Repair Work
Experienced & Reliable • Reasonable

753-1729

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Hem For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, central h/a, fully applianced, w/d hook-up,
carport, clean. $560/mo
plus deposit, lease. Crystal
Brook Ln. 759-5477.

DIAL
(Insured

753-1916
INSURANCE

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
car Rent

TWO rooms for rent, new
home, 753-9400. 4354214.

/Commercial Waste.
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

For Rent
Coleman

2BR brick, 2 bat, stove,
w/d. $450/mo plus deposit.
753-4837 M-F 8am-5pm,
753-4717 after 5pm.
2BR furnished, lease & deposit. No pets. 16061/2
Miller. 753-0932 or 7535898.
2BR fenced yard, w/d,
gas heat electric air 10
minutes from Murray
901-642-6290

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
Phone (502) 759-4734
DavId Borders

Al•

2/ 3BR house
RE 759-4118

Lou V. McGary

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

room
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

•
poi•vir-•
c r- -0

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

1 TO- 275 acres, owner fi
nancing possible. Coldwa
ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300.

MURRAY
MEN'S SPA
CI SALON

24 Hr. Service Hedge Trunmmg
Full Line of
Equipment
Free Estimates

1-800-585-6033

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Abgnmieru & Complete Brake Smite,
Struts and Shocks etc.
Non Frt.
7:00-4:SO

iBubbles & Bark
Pet Grooming
1:12-489-2761

F.dmon Jones, Owner
(3021 753-1151

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does not-pay. $760 on Part A;$100 on Part B. Call me for
more information

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

121 Park 'N' Sell)
121 By Pose

)
4
'
- -2
17---/
753-3985
"
al

.7.

Nowt to Nickwy Log

-1•1'
-atUaid
...'li

Murray-Calloway

County Hospital
762-1100

Best Copy Ava
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460
Hams For Ws

2138R, 2 bath, walk to university Just renovated
New central hia, new windows. hardwood & ceramic floors 219 S 15th St
$59.500 753-1040
28R bnck home 94 E 112
miles from Murray Immediate possession $44,000
Phone 759-1824 or
753-1813
38R. 2 bath. stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, central h/a, large yard Close
to MSU $600/mo
901-642-0784
4BR, 11/2 bath which includes 35f1 family room
with furniture & accessories to match decor New
carpet. gas logs, windows,
& large deck. Excellent location minutes from town.
$87.000 Call 753-2791 for
appointment
4BR, 4 baths. fireplace &
forrifgs, apprx 4 acres.
Matching shop, beautiful
home. $145,000
354-9923.

Used Cars

By Pete

REDUCED- 2 houses on
Metcalf Ln in North Villa
Subdivision Red brick 3br
house, natural gas, all
appl Beige brick house,
hot tub, large attic space
3br, all appliances, landscape. 437-4783 or 7538237.

1998 TOYOTA Camry
American Edition
759-0870

1995 POLARIS 4X4, 4wheeler good condition
automatic, $3.800 obo
436-5744
UNty Vehicles
1964 FORD Ranchero Hp
302ci, auto trans, red in &
out. $3,800. Call
767-9350.
1993 JEEP Cherokee
Country 4X4, 91,XXX
miles. Excellent condition
$10,500. Call 753-7981.
490

-Used Cais

good to &
A STEAL! 3br bnck home, 1981 MAtiEiu
1450sq ft. 1 acre, extra
at
appraised
nice,
take
Will
$71,000
$65.000 Call 492-8762

from work vehicle, $400
489-2320 after 5pm

1984 HONDA Accord, high
miles but runs $800 obo
474-2519
BY OWNER
4Br, 31/2 baths, 4000sf 1986 HONDA Prelude,
home in Sherwood Forest 5sp. with moonroot good
10 Rooms including great condition, great transportaroom, entertainment room, tion, $1500. 753-2260.
recreation room, den, 2 1989 CORVETTE Converfireplaces. central vac, tible. Burgundy w/camel
deck, gazebo w/hot tub. 1 top, automatic, 52xxx
acre lot A great buy at miles, new tires. Mint
5199,000 Will consider cond. Call Mike or Pete
trade for smaller home 759-1600 days.
Call 753-4882 for appoint1991 COROLLA Deluxe
ment
Sedan, automatic, am/fm
BY Owner: 3br brick in cassette, a/c, new tires,
Martin Heights, 21/2 baths, 62,XXX miles. $5,200.
LR. DR, family room with
753-4470.
fireplace, 2 car garage. 1993 NISSAN Altima GXE,
Appt. only, 759-1565.
white, fully loaded. Day
HOME in country secluded 753-4563 ask for Mike,
setting, 3br brick by owner. night 759-3366.
Low $70'5. 492-8299.
Spirit,
DODGE
1995
NEW 4br, 2 bath, 2 story, green, 4th, auto, air, clean
central h/a, 2 car garage 57,XXX
Only
miles,
on 34 acre lot in new sub- $5,000. 1985 Chevy truck,
division in North Murray. white Silverado, step side,
$95,500. 901-498-8921.
V-8, auto, sharp, 44,000.
ONE owner, 3br, 11/2 Call 759-4044.
baths, 2 miles east of Mur
1996 CADILLAC Sedan
ray Hardwood and tiles
DeVille, 28,XXX miles.
floors, woodbuming stove
warranty left 435-4404
gacar
iniden, carport & 2
rage. Priced in the $80'5. 1997 ACURA CL 2.2, metFor appointment to see, allic silver, leather interior,
sunroof, cd player. Excelcall 753-0444.
lent condition. 753-0956
new
on
PRICE REDUCED
6pm.
after
4br new brick home in
Avenue,
PARK
Campbell estates. 3,000 1998
sq ft of living space plus 2 white, red leather interior,
car garage. Quality con- loaded with all options.
struction- affordable price. $24,000 Firm. 527-7890
after 6pm,
Call 753-3903
REDUCED BY OWNER:
yr old home. 3br. 2 bath.
front & back porch, wrap
around deck. gazebo, storage shed, concrete circle
dhve. Approx. 1 mile from
Pans Landing State Park.
$84,900. 901-642-5369.

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
—r444Vmal
for 1st nine buyers, bad
credit, repo's Or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247.9300 or (800) 874-0256

- Wheeler-McClain Inc.
i.JS. Highway
45 South

Now is a Great Time to Build
tiro are looking tor quality we want to be your
building Eliot radon With blueprints & specifications we van give you a contract price before we
. start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
We comply u it h .11t he nen i it yho deli lig voiles.
(oust ruction of IA ki
We also spirt ialize
homes. laritv or small.

Bruce .C/reef'
502)
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Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobllesonlIne.com.

ilksisweoisswisseeseesemete

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & RePau

1991 EXT cab Toyota
4X4, V-6, auto, air, sharp,
$8,200 435-4035
1993 NISSAN pick-up
truck, 5 speed with air,
50,XXX miles. 436-5455.
1995 DODGE 2500 4X4
SLT, Cummins Turbo Diesel, 38gal aux fuel tank,
adjustable trailer hitch,
Mopar running board, new
tires + extras. Clean,
horse.
work
sharp,
$16,500. 901-232-8639.

753-5726
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL LI
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
• Mums
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Fertilizer

• Aerators
• Spreaders
• Blowers
• Tillers

-One Siop Shopping"

KOS t'oldwater Rd.. Murray

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

San* rothers
•Sitkr

'erv ice
502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
Tree TrImm
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality

'Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.

14' TRI- Hull, 29hp Evinrude, trailer, extras. $1,300
Firm. 759-1518. See at
735 Vine.
15F1 Tr -hull MFG boat,
70hp Johnson motor, trailer, life jackets & all equipment, $900. 759-9842.
1997 YAMAHA 1200cc,
waverunner, bought new
this year, $5,800 obo.
436-5744.
630
Sertia4 Offerad

3-D DOZING
Backhoe, septic, & gravel
hauling. Driveways, foundations. 502-437-4969.
A-1 Tree Professionals.
removal, tree
Stump
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.
Al Al A Tree Service,
removal, tree
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning,
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling,
Additions,
Repairs Roofing, Decks.
etc One Call Does It ALL
•
No Job Too Small

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling. junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildngs, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.
ALL TYPES OF WORK
superior
Landscaping,
hedge trimming, sidewalk
edging, lawn sweeping,
lawn seeding and fertilizing
Tree trimming, removal
clearing,
Brush, briar
bushhogging. sickle mowing Gutter cleaning with
screen installation, hauling. Message. 753-2092.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPUANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONALDEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

Owned S Operated By
Tim Lamb

Br •

EXTERIOR House Cleaning- Vinyl siding, concrete,
vinyl fencing. Call 4354201 after 6pm.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, at reasonable prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
GARDEN tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, dnveways
graded with box blade,
Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
GUTTERS:
Quality Seamless Aluminum Gutters- variety of
colors. Free estimates. Licensed. Affordable prices
Vinyl Shutters- variety of
colors, vinyl siding supplies. West KY Seamless
Gutters, 753-0278.
HANDYMAN
Any job. Big or Small.
492-8500
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No job too small.
Yes, we paint houses. Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation & finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM W0000.0111UNO

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Wind Bunny Broad)
75.3-5040

.2 •
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• Interior
• Exterior
• Remodeling
• Roofing

a%
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• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small
• Vinyl Siding

Fast Dependable Service

436-2102 ask for Ben

Is Pleased To Announce the
OPENING OF THEIR NEW OFFICE!
Installation & Service • 18 Year RAINBIRD Specialist
• VISTA Landscape Lighting • Lawn & Gutter Drainage
Systems • Gas Piping & Trenching
Contact: Tim Lemons

Office (502) 247-5320 • Toll Free 1-877-247-5320

For All Your Installation & Service Needs! A
K&S PRINTING
Division of Gibbs Gas Piping & Trenchtng, Inc
Reasonable prices. Business cards, personalized
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
ROOF LEAKING?
tags, forms. etc 492-6225.
Removal. Insured with full Call a professional. ResiLAMB Brothers Moving line of equipment Free es- dential, Commercial or InContractors, cross country timates. Day or night,
dustrial. 502-435-4645.
or local Licensed & Insur753-5484.
ed Luke Lamb
WOOD SATELLITE
TUCKER LAWN CARE
502-436-5950.
SALES
SERVICES
LAWN CARE
Authorized dealer for 18Mowing, trimming, leaf &
Mowing, trimming, bed clipping removal, dethatchinch Digital Satellite &
mulching, hedge tnmming, ing, aeration, overseeding
Dish
leaf clean-up & mulching & fertilization, bed mulch- Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30
Terry Joe, 753-4679
753-0530.
ing. Free Estimates
759-9609
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Let us clean your CarpetsWALTERS Contracting
Upholstery Pet odor reFree estimates. Guaranmoval. Commercial or
teed Quality Work. LiResidential Serving Mur- censed & Insured. Over 20 FREE to good home: 8-10
ray for 26 years Free esti- years experience. Roofing, week old male Golden
mates. 753-5827 Visa/MC. additions, vinyl siding, Lab. Call 759-9215.
decks. remodeling. Call FREE large & small kitM.S. CONSTRUCTION
tens 436-2510
753-2592.
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates
All work guaranteed'
489-6125
No job too small!

MITCHELL Bros Paving
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For esticall 753-1537,
mates
492-6141
PAINTING
BLACK'S DECORATING
APPLIANCE REPAIR
CENTER OF MURRAY
All brands, Kenmore 30+
KENTUCKY, INC.
years experience BOBBY
Residential- Commercial
HOPPER, 436-5848
Free Estimates
Fully Insured
BACKHOE SERVICE
Call 502--753-0839 beROY HILL. Septic system,
tween 7am & 5pm Call
drive-ways, hauling, foun502-759-8609 after 5pm
dations, etc 436-2113
PLUMBING
BASEMENTS & Homes Repairs, fast service
Sub & General contract- 436-5255
ing Insulated concrete OUAUTY Construction A
forms (R32) StyroCrete Must. Specializing In
builders 502-436-2007 or Framing, Interior & Exteri502-436-5264
or Trim, Vinyl & All Siding
BOBS PLUMBING SERV Sub Contract, Remodel
All work guaranteed Free Repairs 25 years Expert
ence References
estimates 753-1134,
502-376-5784.
492-8584

into the room, it's time to go,"
he said on PBS.
Laughing at the president may
also help the nation heal — a yuk
to cure the yucks. That role for
wit was cited by the dead white
guys of Western philosophy, one
of whom considered laughs "the
natural signs of an increase in
freedom."
The Clinton-Lewinsky melodraA common defense, submitting
ma is playing out against a riot to barbs and turning them to one's
of ribald humor. Late-night comics advantage, appears unavailable to
and no-name Internet meanies alike the president.
are intravenously hooked to it.
Portrayed as wooden, Vice PresNever mind getting booted. ident Al Gore exaggerates
Might President Clinton get hoot- woodenAess and charms the crowd.
ed from office?
But n&r one expects Clinton to
The Center for Media and Pub- ham it up over women.
lic Affairs, which tracks the conOthers are busy doing that.
tent of late-night comedy with
"Macy's has a Clinton Day
numbing precision, has never seen sale," goes one joke from cybersuch a torrent. But Clinton seems space. -All pants half off."
inoculated, says Robert Lichter,
Asks another: Why does Clinpresident of the research institu- ton have a lady's undergarment
tion.
strapped to his arm? "That's the
patch — I'm trying to quit."
"What's remarkable is that ClinThe tortured legal theory that
ton is a laughingstock and it doesMonica Lewinsky made sexual
n't seem to matter," he said.
contact with the president but he
William Weld, former Massa- made no such contact with her
chusetts governor and Clinton's has provided more fodder: Jay
choice for Mexico ambassador last Leno told his NBC "Tonight Show"
year, wondered whether snickers audience that Clinton denied kisscould reach critical mass. "If every- ing the Blarney Stone while visbody's laughing when the presi- iting Ireland, "claiming the stone
kissed him."
dent of the United States walks

David
WASHINGTON (AP)
Letterman said traffic was so bad
"I had to squeeze through spaces
that were narrower than President
Clinton's definition of sex." Fellow comic Bill Maher dreamed up
a cream rinse that the president
could use "after a day of splitting
hairs."

747
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r

ELECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC.
New construction, rewiring, mobile home hookups, electrical mainte- •
nance & repair. Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001,
Ce119 519-1592.

DEALING: A crowd of volunteers hurries to help participants
during the annual Community Resource Fair, held Saturday
at the National Guard Armory.

Presidential woes
a boon for jokers

LICENSED & INSURED '

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar,

492-6267, 759-5485

Ma yfield
Kentucky

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

'Build hi!' (iPti

CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates Satis1985 E150 CUSTOM van, fied
Call
References
new tires, 351W $1250
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
obo 759-3176
CARPORTS for cars and
1993 PLYMOUTH Voyag- trucks. Special sizes for
er, V6, pA, cassette, tilt, motor home, boats, RVs
cruise, 93,XXX 435-4674
and etc. Excellent protec1997 CHEVY Venture. tion, high quality, excellent
mini van, white $17,000 value Roy Hill 436-2113
obo Must sell 436-5744_
Chimney
Chim
CHIM
Sweep Chimney cleaning
services 10% senior citizen
discount Contact
1970 GMC full size pick- Tracy Manning, 435-4006
up. Excellent condition COLSON HOME REPAIR
Runs great For more info. Additions garages decks,
call 759-4967 after 5pm.
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs expenence
1978 DATSUN pick-up.
753-5592
759$500.
miles,
60,XXX+
Finishing.
CONCRETE
9974, 753-8887
sidewalks &
Driveways,
1988 CHEVY 1 ton dually,
patios. Free Estimates.
454 engine, only 73xxx
435-4619.
miles, 1owner, excellent
CUSTOM BUILT
condition, $9500 Day 759Wooden decks, fencing,
4408, nights 753-5856
car1989 MAZDA truck B- pole barns, sheds,
7
2200, 32,XXX miles on ports, Also repair rebuild.
new motor. Nice, clean Excellent workmanship.
truck. $2,500. Call after Affordable rates.
753-7860.
5pm, 767-9363.

ACURA. 1996 Integra
Special Edition. Green, 2dr
hatch. Loaded including
leather, sunroof, and CD.
50,XXX miles. Asking
$15,475. Call (502)762Or
(weekdays)
4225
(502)753-2113(home)

Auto Loans

CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
7534300 anytime

One
Basket

• /4
for all
_WWI° Your
Eggs
You know what they say.
"don't put all your eggs in one basket."
Sure most of the time, that's the truth
But not always The Classifieds are al
ways a safe bet for buying, selling
finding, contracting and trading So
stop scrambling around and come to
the one source for everything

Place your ad now.

753-1916
Ledger & Times
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HOROSCOPES
night: Buy flowers on the way home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Consider what could be a
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, positive omen. Others surround you
Sept. 29, 1998:
with options. You might feel your
Let more options into your life, and plate is full, and it is! An unexpected
be open to the unexpected. Do you work opportunity knocks on your
fear taking risks? This is as good a door. You see many financial possitime as any to divest yourself of bilities. Only affirmative answers
insecurity. Increased job opportuni- are called for. Tonight: Celebrate.
ties help you build a stronger foun- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
dation. If you want to change your *** Straighten out a situation
image, you can do it more gracefully that's been irking you. You open up
than you thought. If you are single, a small window when this contenexcitement marks your relation- tious associate will deign to listen.
ships. But do not count on a tie being Be logical, and make rapid-fire
long-term until it is. Still, someone points. Family means a lot to you.
special will enter your life and turn Consider a home office, or put extra
things around. Ifattached,a mutual effort into home renovations. Tosense of caring and a willingness to night: Order in.
break patterns greatly enrich your SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
relationship. CAPRICORN under- ***** Reach out for others. See
stands your emotions.
what is.happening with a critical
financial and security-related issue.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day Creativity needs to come forth when
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; dealing with others. Friends respond
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
to your charm and charisma. A family member surprises you with his
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
actions. Tonight: Hang out.
***** What seemed a quagmire SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
yesterday now transforms to an av- **** An unusual offer from a
enue of opportunity. Take the lead. friend delights you. You seem able to
Celebrate an unexpected under- adjust and keep your focus. Unexstanding. Allow yourself to run with pected developments shed light on a
spontaneity. Intuition helps you with goal. Absorb information, then disa boss. You reach a new understand- cuss it. Use your strengths to create
ing. Tonight: Feel rewarded.
financial gain;show your fiscal savvy.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
Tonight: Treat someone to dinner.
***** Try to see the big picture. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You'll understand what has hap***** You are empowered.There
pened. What was difficult before
little that can stop you now. You
becomes a sensational opportunity. is
in communications;othershear
excel
Go with co-workers' fun ideas. Enand clear. The unexpected
loud
you
Gather
thusiasm surrounds projects.
a boss and finances. You
with
occurs
with friends, network and express
you are logical. Intubecause
gain
spot.
new
A
your feelings. Tonight:
greater follow-through.
allows
ition
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Tonight: Beam in what you want.
***** Newsfrom a distance shifts
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
your mind and ingenuity into over*** Take a deep breath first, then
is
with
up
come
you
drive. What
consider what you want. What apmore than worth it. Allow more fun
pears as a mental flash has great
and love into your life. A boss smiles
potential. Follow through on your
upon you. Now is the time to ask for
and play hunches. Intuition
ideas,
that pay raise or promotion.Tonight:
you well. Take an overview,
serves
Togetherness counts.
than getting too focused on
rather
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
small area. Tonight: Do
one
just
***** Your faith in someone
your own thing.
proves to be right on. You are finally PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
rewarded for work long overdue. ***** One special friendship
Realize how much is in your favor. makes all the difference. You feel
Someone wants to be closer to you. good about this person, and even if
Don't distance yourself or place an he does something a bit off-color, you
unrelated personal problem in the will look past it. Your keen intuition
way. Tonight: Enjoy friends.
serves you with office gossip. You
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
don't want to listen to unnecessary
**** Your hard-working attitude tidbits. Tonight: Have a good time.
pays off. Think through a change in
someone's position. Unexpected BORN TODAY
news opens doors. Return calls, and TV host Bryant Gumbel (1948), acbe open to suggestions. Working tress Madeline Kahn (1942), singer
closely with a partnar on a financial Jerry Lee Lewis(1935)
project adds to your success. To-
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT I have heard several conflicting reports on the effec
tiveness of vitamin E supplements
For example, the vitamin has been
touted as a cure for breast cysts. Are
there any other advantages? Should I
avoid it because of diabetes9
DEAR READER: Vitamin E. in
daily doses of 600 international units,
has been shown to reduce the pain
and size of breast cysts in women with
benign fibrocystic disease. It also
appears to help men with Peyronie's
disease (crooked erections), some
patients with intermittent claudication (muscular pain from leg cramps
caused by poor circulation), and both
men and women who suffer from arterial blockages. The vitamin has not
proved effective for heart disease,
prevention of blood clots, reduction of
serum cholesterol, amelioration of old
age, improvement of sexual performance or enhancement of athletic
ability.
In moderate doses (600 to 800 IL:),
vitamin E is harmless even for diabetics. Nonetheless. I suggest that you
check with your doctor before taking
supplemental doses; the vitamin may
not be appropriate for you because of
your other health issues.
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Fads I: Vitamins & Minerals."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Whenever I
touch metal or a light switch. I get an
electric shock. Why?
DEAR READER: The tiny shock or
spark that we all may experience

i9)

A MESSAGE FROM THE U

S

when touching metal is due to static
electricity Small electrical charges
build up on our bodies as we move
about a room, especially one that is
carpeted. When we touch a grounded
object, we may experience a shock.
This condition is normal, and it is not
harmful. It is more noticeable on cold
days, when humidity is low, because
static charges tend to build up more
rapidly in dry air. This is the same
principle that allows children to rub
balloons on a carpet and then stick
them to ceilings or walls; the balloons
pick up static charges that will bind
them to non-metallic surfaces.
If you consistently receive a shock
from a particular wall plate or lighting
fixture, you should have the object
checked by an electrician to make
sure it is properly grounded.
However, plain static electricity is a
common component of our environment.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is saw palmetto? Is it safe for relieving the
symptoms of an enlarged prostate
gland'
DEAR READER: Although the final
word is far from being in, saw palmetto, a harmless herb, does seem to
reduce the urinary frequency and
urgency caused by prostate enlargement, at least in some men. There are
no side effects from its use; nonetheless, you should check with your doctor before taking it.
C 1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

Tm.D.
PETER

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Choose Direct Deposit to receive your Federal government payment.

Simple. Safe. Secure.
To learn more, visit any bank, savings
and loan, or credit union. Or ask your
Federal paying agency.
frns

DIRECT DEPOSIT
Simple. Safe. Secure.
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LOOKING BACK

The best one can do in this crazy
DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-year-old
girl with a big problem. My parents world is to ask what the hours
have been divorced for 1,2 years, mean
JOAN IN TUCSON'
and my mother and her family have
pretty much raised me. Not long
ago, my mom told me she thought I
DEAR JOAN: Thanks. Once
should change my last name so that again, the sage counsel is one
our whole family has the same one. we've all heard a minion times.
Abby, why didn't she think of this When in doubt,ask!
when I was 2? I'm used to my other
*5*
last name.
The other reason this is hard is
DEAR ABBY: My mother
that just a few months ago, I visited expects us to supply her.with school
my dad's side of the family. I pictures of our children. That is a
learned many things from and problem because she insists on
about them, and now I feel closer to getting the large pictures that fit
them. I don't want to hurt their feel- the frames she bought years ago.
ings. What should I do?
She actually demands the large
NO NEW NAME IN OREGON pictures.
Abby, the large pictures are not
DEAR NO NEW NAME: It is in our budget, and she hasn't
difficult to understand why offered to help pay for them.
your mother has waited so long
The other set of grandparents
to suggest a name change. Of are delighted with whatever piccourse you are used to your last tures they receive, but not my
name. Perhaps there is a legal mother. Can you offer advice on
reason your mother has pro- how to handle the unrealistic
posed this. If not, ask her to demands and help us avoid the
consider a compromise and let agony of a confrontation again this
you hyphenate the two names. year?
Good luck.
PICTURE-PRESSURED
***

Urn years ago
The long battle over the legal
sale of alcoholic beverages is finally over - for now. The vote on
Sept. 27 was 2,296 yes and 3.223
no. a difference of 927 votes,
according to County Clerk Teresa
Rushing.
Published is a picture of Marvin Harris, vice chairman of the
Need Line Board of Directors,
talking with Las Vegas Entertainer Mark Preston at the Need Line
Golf Tournament at Kenlake State
Park. Over $2.000 was raised for
Need Line from the tournament.
Twenty years ago
The Calloway County Public
Library has received a grant of
$14,000 for a library service project to be in effect for one year
beginning Oct. I, with a possible
one-year renewal. Jane Bailey and
Karen Leys have been hired as
directors of the new program.
Mrs. Ken Adams was second
place winner in the Dressy Division of the First District Farm
Bureau Style Review held at Holiday Inn. Mayfield.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Dowdy, Sept.
8.
Thirty years ago
Dr. C.C. Lowry was elected as
a member of the Murray Board
of Education by the hoard to fill
a vacancy created by the resignation of A.B. Crass.
Murray City Council purchased
two new cars for the Murray Police
Department. One of the older cars
will now he used by Murray Chief

of Police Brent Manning
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Stone. Sept.
14. a boy to Thomas and Marie
Dodd, Sept. 17. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Reed, Sept. 18.
Forty years ago
Kentucky U.S. Senator John
Sherman Cooper will speak to faculty and students at Murray State
College in a special convocation
Oct. 1 at 10 a.m.
The Rev, Hoyt Owen spoke on
"Weaknesses in Homes Today- at
a meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
He was introduced by Mrs. Richard
Tuck.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Adams, a boy

DEAR PICTURE-PRESSURED:
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing about Tell your mother that providing
the letter from the diner who the size pictures she requests
entered a Chinese restaurant 15 would create a financial hardminutes before the posted closing ship. Be firm in letting her
time and was rushed through din- know that if she wants large
ner.
photographs, she must pay for
Abby, in some restaurants the them. Then let the chips fall
posted closing time means that is where they may.
the time the kitchen closes; in oth*5*
ers, the kitchen closes 15 to 30 minfamily recipes,
Abby's
favorite
For
utes before the restaurant closes.
I paid my way through beauty *end a long, self-addressed envelope, plus
or money order for 93.95 ($4.50 in
school by working in restaurants, check
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Cookbooklet No.
and every one of them meant some- 1, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 81054thing different by the sign on the 0447.(Postage is included.)
door. I now run a hair salon, and
our hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.
That means we take our first
CONTRACT BRIDGE
appointment at 8:30 a.m. and the
last at 5:15 (but an appointment West dealer.
play was a low diamond to the
that late must be a simple, quick Neither side vulnerable.
king.
procedure such as a comb-out). I
At this point, the hand colNORTH
understand that clients want to
lapsed. West took his ace and led
+ AKJ
know when they can come, not
the queen of hearts. East ruffed
V K72
when I go home. However, the salon
king, returned a low club
dummy's
• Q 10 8 7 5
down the street posts a sign that
to his partner, and West adminis+65
closing time is 5:30 p.m., and they
tered the final blow by cashing the
EAST
WEST
mean they want to get out the door •
jack of hearts to put the contract
4 932
at 5:30.
down two.
6
•Q J 8 5 4 3
At the second table, with the
•9 6 3 2
•A J 4
States now North-South,
United
2
3
8
10
A
9
•K Q J
the Italian West likewise led the
SOUTH
club king against four spades. Here,
9 Q 10 8 7 6 5 4
also, East overtook the king and
A 109
shifted to a heart.
•K
The U.S. declarer's play now
+74
varied slightly when he played the
The bidding:
heart ten at trick two, covered by
North East South
West
the jack and king. When declarer
49
Pass
Dble
1 le
then cashed the ace of trumps and
Opening lead — king of clubs.
West discarded a heart, he sudfound the contract could no
denly
occurred
deal
remarkable
This
during the match between Italy longer be made regardless of what
and the United States played in he did next. Eventually.South lost
Stockholm in 1983. What happened two clubs, a diamond and a heart
at the two tables may seem incred- for down one.
Considering that four spades
ible, but the plain unvarnished
truth is that everything took place was ice-cold from the word go, the
outcome at the two tables was asprecisely as described below.
At the first table, with Italy tonishing. All declarer had to do to
North-South, the bidding went as guarantee ten tricks was to take
shown and the U.S. West led the his ace of hearts at trick two, draw
king of clubs. East overtook with trumps and lead the king of dia1.00R5E. FEAR OF TR4ING
returned his singleton monds. That's all there was to it.
Ota A PAIR OF TAILORED 1 the ace and
Even more astounding is the
two.
trick
at
heart
PANTS FOR Tt1E FIRST
fact that both Souths would be
with
won
declarer
Italian
The
TirnE IN TWELVE MONMS.
the ace and led a trump to the ace, voted among the ten best players
West unexpectedly showing out. in the world! Each apparently sufThis development presumably fered a mental block of some sort,
caused something to go wrong with which goes to show that in bridge,
declarer's think tank,since his next as in life, it's very human to err.
Tomorrow: An un usual defensive play.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
"MY OWNER'S A PORK"?

PEANUTS
WHAT I THINK l ift
DO IS 60 INTO TOWN,
AND STAND SOMEPLACE
LIKE MAYBE ON A
CORNER..

THEN A BEAUTIFUL
HOLLYWOOD-TYPE 6IRL
WILL COME BY IN A
CONVERTIBLE AND
TAKE ME TO I4ER HOME

THAT 1-1A(7 BETTER BE
A TEMPORARY TATTOO)

1 The ones
here
6 Not easily
grinded by
the teeth
11 Nicosia is its
capital
12 Desires
14 Alternative
word
15 — and kin
17 Piece for one
18 Barnyard cry
20 Instruct
23 Roman
1,051
24 Regarding
(2 wds )
26 Character of
a people
28 Spanish
article
29 Waxy
substance in
cork
31 Searchers
33 Deity
35 Flower
36 Bridge

13
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strategy
39 Take a sniff
42 Bone (Latin)
43 Old Spanish
coins
45 South Seas
sailboat
46 Firearms grp
48 -Basic
Instinct" star
50 Hoodlum
51 Freshwater
fish
53 Inquisitive
55 Male parent
56 Charge with
gas
59 Irregular
61 "— — pray"
62 Lukewarm

DOWN
1 Actor Power
2 Presnell ID
3 Aircraftsman
4 Outfit
5 Ms Lauder
6 Weathers ID
7 Greeting
8 Kind of curve

to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Blanton.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Julian
Wood. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Tom Foster.
Fifty years ago
Murray Fire Chief William 0.
Spencer emphasized in a published
article simple precautionary measures residents should take to prevent fires as a part of the observance of National Fire Prevention
Week.
Chad Stewart, Eli Alexander,
Joe Pat Hackett, and George Robert
Allbritten were elected as officers
of Senior Class of Murray High
School.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hale,
Sept. 22.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 28, the
271st day of 1998. There are 94
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 28. 1066, William the
Conqueror invaded England to
claim the English throne.
On this date:
In 1542, Portuguese navigator
Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo arrived at
present-day San Diego.
In 1787, Congress voted to send
the just-completed Constitution of
the United States to state legislatures for their approval.
In 1850, flogging was abolished
as a form of punishment in the
U.S. Navy.
In 1924, two U.S. Army planes
landed in Seattle. Wash., after completing the first round-the-world
flight in 175 days.
In 1939. during World War II,
Germany and the Soviet Union
agreed in a plan to partition Poland.
In 1967. Walter Washington took
office as the first mayor of the
District of Columbia.
Five years ago: First lady Hillary'
Rodham Clinton went to Capitol
Hill to begin selling the administration's health care plan to Congress.
On year ago: Swiss voters
overwhelmingly endorsed their government's liberal drug policies,
including the controversial state distribution of heroin to hardened
addicts. Mark McGwire of the St.
Louis Cardinals hit his 58th home
run on the final 'day of-the regular season as his team beat the
Chicago Cubs, 2-1.
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Subscribe to
the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.........$18.00
$36.00
6 mo.
$72.00
1 yr.

9-28 0 1998 United Feature Syndicate
9 To which
person?
10 -Old —"
11 Laughable
13 Makes dirty
16 Old form of
'has"
19 Senator

Hatch
21 Locomotiv
sound
22 Sharpens
25 Downy duck
27 Nonplus
30 Facial
features
32 Corundum
34 Future LL Bs
exam
36 She's married
to Ted Turner
37 Tel Aviv
locale
38 North
Carolina
college
40 Noosed
41 Jacob's
father-in-law
44 Pigs nose
47 Land
measure
49 Ancient slave
52 Sup
54 Opposite of
nope
57 -Et —, Brute"
58 Sommer ID
60 Roman six

Mali Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
6 mo.

$49.50
$59.50
$85.00

1 yr.
Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address

City
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mall this coupon with
payment to:

Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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(502) 753-1916
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MURRAY
CAIIk/WAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

'ESS
The hospital's Health Express will be offering free blood pressure, pulse, and
two-hour blood sugar screenings at all of its stops during the month of October.
The blood sugar test must be performed two hours after completing a meal.
As a screening, the two-hour blood sugar test is free of charge under the
following conditions:
- annually if family history of diabetes exists.
- anytime there is a 20 pound weight change.
- every three years under all other conditions.
If you are known to have diabetes, you can have your blood sugar monitored
on the Health Express if you obtain a written prescription from your physician and
file it with the Health Express nurse. Your physician will specify the frequency for
monitoring on the prescription.
A Stool For Occult Blood Screening Kit is also available for $4. This screening
detects blood in the stool.
These screenings are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages when there
are no symptoms of disease. If you are experiencing symptoms, you should see
your physician.

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 762-1100

New Podiatrist Joins MCCH Staff
Dr. Roger Lampkin, Jr. has joined the staff of MCCH and has
joined Dr. Stuart Naulty in the practice of podiatric medicine at his
offices in Murray and Benton.
Dr. Lampkin is trained to care for feet and foot-related disorders,
as well as to evaluate and surgically treat foot and ankle problems.
A Ballard County native, Dr. Lampkin completed his undergraduate studies in 1993 at Brescia College in Owensboro and in 1997
Roger Lampkin, D.P.M.
received his doctorate in podiatric medicine from Ohio College of
Podiatrist
Podiatric Medicine in Cleveland, Ohio. He comes to Murray after
finishing a one-year residency at Richmond Heights Hospital in Cleveland.
Dr. Lampkin is practicing with Dr. Naulty at 906-B South 12th Street in Murray,
and at 815 Birch Street in Benton. To schedule an appointment call,(502) 753-0666 or
(502) 527-7014.

So our patients can
rest and recuperate,
please remember to
observe hospital
visiting hours:
10:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Support Group Facilitator Needed
Several people throughout the community have expressed an interest in forming
a local Lupus Support Group. However, a group facilitator is needed.
If you are interested in such a group or in becoming a facilitator, please call
MCCH Social Services Director Cindy Ragsdale at(502)762-1108 or Sandy Saucier
at(502)753-7071.

Ocio4'er is...

BREAST CANCER
wareness Month

Early detection is the best way to guard
against breast cancer.
Remember to:
• Petform monthly breast self-exams
• Get regular check-ups.
• Get recommended mammograms.

Reach To Recovery Helping Those
Battling Breast Cancer
Women with breast cancer now have a source of emotional and practical
help from other women who have experienced breast cancer. Through the
Murray chapter of the American Cancer Society, the Reach to Recovery program
uses trained volunteers who have fully adjusted to breast cancer surgery. These
volunteers visit other diagnosed women and help meet their physical, emotional
and cosmetic needs related to breast cancer.
"We are a source that helps a woman cope with the challenges of breast
cancer from the time of diagnosis and continuing throughout her life," says
Reach for Recovery volunteer Martha Andrus. "We can visit the person in their
home or in the hqspital before and after surgery, provide information and
support for the patient and her family. We also have ifformatidn about breast
reconstruction for women who are trying to decide about this form of surgery."
For more information, call Ms. Andrus at (502) 753-3862.

Thursday. Oct. 1
• Hazel
Dees Bank
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
• Midway
Wisehart's Grocery
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 13
• Symsonia
Union Planters Bank
9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
• Hardin
Library
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 6
• Murray
Duncan's Market
8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
East Y Grocery
12:30 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 14
• Murray
Post Office
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 7
• Murray
Save-A-Lot Grocery
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 15
• Puryear, TN
Senior Citizens Center
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.'
• Whitlock, TN
Johnny Lee's Grocery
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 8
• Canton
Lakeview One Stop
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
• Cadiz
First Baptist Church
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 20
• Murray
Court Square
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

MATERNITY CARE

pleased to offer the perinatal classes listed
Miracle Moments is
for all classes and fees may be paid at the
required
is
below. Preregistration
first class.
For class information and preregistration, call:
(502)762-1425 or 1-800-342-6224. Preregister for:
• October Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., Oct. 5, 12, 19, 26; 7- 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., Oct. 1, 8, 15, 22; 7- 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher I: Mon., Oct. 12 & 19; 7- 9 p.m.
• Refresher II: Thurs., Oct. 8& 15; 7-9 p.m.
• November Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., Nov. 2, 9, 16, 23; 7-9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., Oct. 29 & Nov. 5, 12, 19; 7-9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher I: Mon., Nov. 9 & 16; 7-9 p.m.
• Refresher II: Thurs., Nov. 5 & 12; 7-9 p.m.
• Sibling Class: Tues., Nov. 10, 7-8 p.m.
Private Dining Room

Support Groups
Alzheimer's Disease Information

Compassionate Friends

Education Meeting: Tues., Oct. 13,
4:30 p.m., Board Room

Thursday, Oct. 22. 7:30 p.m.
Board Room
Contact Hilda Bennett, (901) 498-8324.

Support Group Meeting:Tues., Oct.27,
4:30 p.m., Board Room
Contact Cindy Ragsdale, (502) 762-1108 or
Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561. Shared Care,
adult day care, will sit with Alzheimer's clients
while caregivers attend this meeting. Call Susan
Plunkett, LPN, at (502) 753-0576. Shared Care is
also open Mon.- Fri., 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m., providing
respite for caregivers and supervised activities for
clients at Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar
Street.

Bereavement Support
Thursday, Oct. 8,9:30 a.m.
Private Dining Room
Contact Kathy Culbert. RN. MSN, CS,
(502) 762-1485.

Cancer Support
Group Meeting:Tuesday,Oct. 6,
3 p.m., Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, RN, Patient
Advocate,(502) 762-1389 or Mary Linn,
MSN and Clinical Specialist,
(502) 762-1447.

Depression Support
Wednesdays, Oct. 7 & 21, 10:30 a.m.
Private Dining Room
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN, MSN, CS,
(502) 762-1485.

LaLeche League
Breastfeeding Support Group
Thursday, Oct. 8,6:30 p.m.
3rd Floor Pediatric Unit
Contact Pat Anderson, R.N.C., Ed.S.
at (502) 762-1425 or Susan Morgan
at (502) 759-2568.

